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:JIC. /s~w~ pre~llied -kr 1lalit!.-z..J 

$511 ~ 1 ~ fd;t;t'~r -&..fu ~fwe t4':#. iJ,e I'Miiyly fvtsJ;>!J~ll 
bie~lidJ,;e41 flM:sim_ff~ CD/11/}fttv.Jk,-s 
-d PYJ/!f/d -fp a~ ~Jt!/fr tlfiletlri: inA~tk. IW>'#hra>€~ 

t~d*)e;fr;./C,izrd} h~rtJ:J~ clue .J;{j'.?.·(;;j;f~ rj?l~ ftJ~ 
wJ~/e/1 P/111a/(;Jy; a- fl'e/;;r;Jnavy d;J;~ lkJ&e QarM viaJtYanl 
/)!~p~;·t tp;z/4in&I/7Jd,/el}t;t/ N~~~~ a;dtJmis.>,~h.>, 

U~vt;,e· ~ tt1ff~ ~ r::-t), 
H~()? 2-: _ fiAI/~er 6/h /t(tte aJ;/A t1JI!..£ tlul~ ih~tl
tiv.i UttJ-At J/c/ Mv/R,f'F' tit tulm,t6!ij; ~ ftt.Jta_je frt>;e1 ~t/Pm;11~ 
~~I'J11it~ ~~ w~ku!t~-1:£ aatf~!J!evtio~V:/e,:;~~/ 
'!diy f'r/s Mc/~r!£ t/,""' -Gv SR/f~fi~r~uk/J.;:>J (/l;~t:/< J !'~ 

l-21 8-;-z), 
5 t/8 3~ t{;,i;iH,e-v' b& ,">sue tV!th Cvl'l..tt r/'JI;;~ tA~ti:

; ~ ~~~ /1 M/ftcfile a>s/slanu Ill uttn.te/ have uP M~Y'd 
(;!, '' ~ J"!e-~ z.~ 12. ·ft;' ). 

S.sil~ If: fU;t;';n~ #/it' ;!;¥£e_p;/tf, {!r)J-fvu//;!J tid 
~vt,~l ~ttfilt: I// 14!/t.et/v'/) l;; !)f>~;"i)1_1 );'> £tv/~a {£? ~~'tin t};n--

~.....,. ... 1·/dy tJ1~6tac/ o/ OltettV'J;oeltC/y u!/l)t /;~~ ~~e£fl.eat/'}'ei/' 
fc(tt1f't'?M C.#nV:ebC>,>, 4t~ A1tfF 2-' 10 14>). 
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1:;;;, ~ A.ete fNSe-11 k wlwi he w,-e~e~ b te tk Mc!.cl t/£.CI!yitf<' 

~-vvr / v{ {/w .ele--r/:s Stttl'f't7t1V'd/H3 j;(.. tdte; ValtPW /tUft /M-Jh~); 
a/e-a;~l'ediA /Ae V>e.U/fc/ ;!l .ftlt'nJtPy /;;"> afhf'll~f5'1 aMl )y 

hi M~lfin c/ec/aV'd'~-' ~~ ai/C?etd/o71: 
h ~e/ ilt& Sttan flwel/ clis.at~miR-tJ~ -l:k/;PJ#~ 
~~zed wfflt he¥' hu&bt.11~ 5d /?tJel? aMcf.J;~~, (Jarh'e M/ 

rdu. f{,;e~ in tJtl J/a!ky tfi5 t/IVJ I A, ~u.bwV'b If Sit l4i C/f 
fr,t;, ~he if a~nk~ ~q~ ~well had /e/1;/;;rl{s witt; :1/;/lwel/~ 
{etr~v-hV's; avv}~II a J~uv-m! ~eiRe/ tJ.i~ Jer wtJI'fpMce) ft 1h e/kf 

a£ /;er /if-e Wet£ ~l)m.e!JdJJ thtea!M~ bf 6-et hu~Jancl f//tith~l' {!dear 

?owei/1 tUoi'J;.t/; fjuJi/!t' r/~v-.s1 (efotl:ed £VL(an f?tJJI't Ml)vtd !JarJ'' 
auf:k,.;[,~~ (th,s. u/P.Jtlcl/ndwc/t au/h()rN:/e~ r~ (/,e LcJ1-e1-day Saivr.i / 
OV'MPn C~t111'vh /11 t.A~kt) j:~A awl SuMn f/f()e// wer?e cuf/tlely !11~ 

v; (Je,d, anr/ /aaJ e..nf;I'C£m.uti)J ()f'iohet faiheri r2huc/(. ~~~ a hci
UP.i fl,;.·aiin? !lj~ tht/u(~~~rf,nu veble/Jw/wii/#V'/!aldd€1 
u/1 U lj, e Fbi, and wk£e /,e£ 1: .r; /ei1£(.{; •. c/w.cles tAM fuyaJ!t!f 
;(,·a, J)~altMt nl (;rfiULt fl;1 t'fe &f~v-c/, 

~fc;v·~ flu e~tc/ 11f ~e,r Jo~?r ;J:~ ~well Aacl/t?£[ h,·!; 
~ ob wnd II/!; £:-fa-1/Vd/n,? ,)1 tk ht:A-/ C-Ph1Jtttt11A.-fyl clae 6 tt!~~bns 

br, (q,w t~~.fr YU/fJUI t {!Jaf ~J;/.11 /?J1)€}1 /~fat al/ci;';"' c{ /V!Uv'c/etl1 tV!/ 
httt-..M/; ~wdl w~~ a- ~er.ttJYJ ~l/11iere~-t, 



Multi Frof!A. SdJ ~ C.iy {f.u), whe#Joi:A he~ {u6,rn 

f}wd/ hCt.d tA!tJr/ld h, Sdm£ yeal"~ b th.tt uiy of Sl, &€#rj.e; 
'/duf' iott!f'!, b f:l~ ~,di,1 k ~~vlf ;uacle tk .tfjkf-hct<v 
1/' ~ und tV>•f h !;LC- ( VifM {J-p;if!, /h~W- n:v utft-' /£it; 114' .:n /;!J 
V'e-~k )) inc/wlilij .fh:u Jl'tlto1d' b'f.c 1~ tM ~-Jay f.&Y'ioc/ 
''~~~ ~/ ~!~ f!wel/'5 d~~tUf{2, ~~~ ~id:6~h15 
" .vd thai be boHJ/tt jtA~ il1. {LvJI'~ ':-t af~ Su.ca.n 
f:wi/1/ Wt1v£ V'ef()d;€d fJ1;t:.~'i1JJ rPI~b0nJ litd furdase) h~t 
_r&Ve b J/Wt~(vn1 flk;atla.1 Wlrue );., b/d' ac~uaiJ?b.nces t/,at 

he Wa> h t1< tied.;; Y' .faei'«Meuiv. 1ft Wev' u ~.e. f V'VMtJfi'! v-el:urnec/ 
to, ft. bePY'Je, whell'e he vJtt~ Sev1 &~~ir/a_y) !Jeulvt.ber II; z~t)f, 

· tw.- /(oede.Y'1 Ujt ~~ c/i~a..ffM.I'etf Mt4{)ufa- &ace{)n ftwl'o/; 
I ~h'tb€-Y' 13; ~P?; ~t·JL day~ ~ier· su~n /]wei!, a;~ 2&; Wfi~ 
r efrrlecl J1/l /s s/A j' 

fit& /euol}in:J /Ae.>e an/ Tnawf ofkl' d#/5. of Sl:dl11 
f<pet& het ~ cltsPffea .ra.n te ~ feJr f.iP1/er r~ uedlrf au clrec.eivU a liket; llJ 
f))ith I::Ju. (511 .io a~~it-l./:f;em tAJt'ih tU1 /f!t!e£1i_jdt~l1 fig; QcufS.e-/Utl 

fS.6 aweJf't (!}I~/V/J.n k-kre ~.e tV/f)ld FrPM UI~Jh b U)q>!Jit1jlz;J1) 6t' M~V'e 
Pttnt;c ft~6~~ f r -!:hey ftx.Jd)J tJ t.d. IJt.s6 Wky Cry /1!tc.e Stuud fp k 
';d/.,~ lA a, u/tlffj d;frdl~11. U (e6V'uttY1( rl'ft 2PI0 fd/l~#~r- t11d 

WI f/, (131 rl ~%df ..foh>r5u!l vf SJ(j u {,fr p,Jttf bav-r IV'aHU 

of'/luJI{tf/1 /li!:tdt11Pn1 t~ f~!; t:c.,JWt pffla, ~ JP/mSPII.~ 
•,Jttel'eJ.W in tltt IIPedz.eA rl~ i v'wt/ c~ I tee! t'k #'Ia/£ M/ dtc.u.M.tu~ 
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w; fj, wM fUt; p nPt h a.t~t to a. c.J -t 11e vn,. ut11 1 ;vJa..-n 's 

1111~/erm~i.>, 
51• tW./ ;J;.d. ~ell sd "/ a Web s;'te / StttAHfPWel {. o'/'5, 

().,.. w~·ct.fk; !Mffd ~ ~ac4t''s M~~& 1 a~~rljt~l& r.e&n5 

·11. ;j~l'ed/:hal.fk f:ufp fufkJ v!lw/it~ted#om L/1-ah 
tthPtd a ba.te d 1k StlJni -£tine; 114/i/d be-~r;thef', 

61 fi/p;ervJa lit, Uro, ~ tl.tA-'/])utl'tf~ ~tdd 
t/4~ ()l:p_ f?l:u /_t MI/Wvz ~f'ili ~fo fi,{~Pt!f?/5/wneavv/ 
Wh>.dtitai t:Atr,kl j/'ud tfl k~lfwd It a<leJiiw~ta!IM 
M kJ fe;;h e-'/vf:/4&&c/'jfJtJ,f'J1a? /VIti ~/411/ ule-l{;ne,W ~d 
d, f{//f,~ei~ f-z5) fkd ~Wfk cJU/J/;N;,/JMit'm/~ 
tend oll'en.db S.&z~vd;eJt>>o-ihdi~tledt~ eoddkr/ea_ 
G7fr· ft fiP bi-rJe ':h -fizls Jd£ of'~ cftc/ ink_C!)a/z;f/'5 M/! (;r(J;e 
tJY'i_Jinal J~u~"'Jtais /}! ()dJI' ftJge~5,/o71) otfota d(ffd ufy Iff l;a.t~¢' 
up1 t~tpf, 

/Jflu ~ i).tM ~ evud U /IJ!eV'JI11i acPffd ~V' 
~ r flj/f,Pnu a;9/{d [&., ~1ft /)vJti/'5 a/r<-ltjottf'm/, f.~tt<b& 

'i t?ti/Jia~ for v.Jith .fhe j~UrirJ.-& i11 fJUI" fo~/on. /)p~1l1j 
/..lA/; )'>ti~flaJ WitS uti a t:Pr,dfi:/{)'71 J' ou"' Jlllflj t'n~t>-/ya-6¥s. tt 

IUtd Cuff vf' fk /yfo ~ ~ OUtl fP SSes.§itJJ'I, ~ (/f),;U U& 

~,_,_;£ {l'o zuo/Cd /'h.~~ ha..> t7J!'~~~ c...fi~?-11'/ {tiue. tJe M•c/e 
q; .?~e~ C<jf'~ 4ncf ~ rJ.£!1~1' .(t«'d IJ.e 
c),u,/ J pq, by fo Mu~ the e--;cklf.e f:Ae (-;//tJWri-1 .J u/ ea/(. 
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/w{) wu/1£ 1r J'o /afe,.J /iA [i;>'IU .etwa-ileol !Jruf tlfM ~ 
b /d In~ !f'w ik .Souw1ed Clh, ~ leody fur fiifll l:o t!cf Ml· 
Jf i!WWM Jw/!. th~t 11/Mf rlaifer 6 o/ ~u tt~Pul cl VW~t 
re/Mte 6 t1 t 1:/.eJ!PU r n1.i ti-v fie., f" fo£e.!,S/P )!, Jiue Jt/a ~ no 

. /6 Wlil .eifr;VJI: otl' U ~~ 1y ih V€-$/ijahfl' 5 /o o b/uvz i/re 
k()o-I~Scan /ln6ohev kM~~ f!v>them. f'/ofi?Pwi'!! 
_b We_rhilrf ~iff fly' t/U! clt~~~~tttftf:> ~e ~Pu/y 
ut~;1&ed; N' i.f'~f,e We ltd_ pv;,~/v{c;~ tAu ,11-fR~.t-1; 
~~ WvvJ Y~ f;Ndl intfltluhrvtJ!i tltUt? It vu, ~ve u/tl'e 

ntJ cal~ ~ncli1Piut'i/;e;t~ eMaJ/s _be:fa~.ten fdfiiv>1er' df/ld 4uJ 
vv~. /~ Jt~l/r .:fa~_{f£11'~~/bejM--f" 

tAb/,~ ~ji£ fv.PM-iAeJt;url'rai£ e1n tJtJW. Stl.StV7powe/~OJI'f, 
ftw /;~fl., M'dWflo~St~ !lwt!/~ juf\f'IJ._~ &td 

f_ tw6ia-uaJ a/;u~ ()r .fu£Mt fl-w~/J ~;tel hel' dtr.eR £t"tfer51 f#at;1 
Dvv~, a~ f!/al'~'e b'!t .Che/t1 Moih& hcd ku c/eia~la:bity, 
o{.~ ~/( Aact-/Pir/ 'fR},'I:irxe{/' tki/uj.atlh,.dfr frpful 

ht~ ~m ffoWt .5/lf}J~t t~/t~/ tdt«e by the-i,n tlN>-v ;ud);ef/ 
f/'{~h fJYtJ~//. Peft'lt·~nVt aKo ~u;1t/ ~('R,[;;fl-ht c//t/rJ{/~ 

~e-uf'cl~ o1~~~ ()! Isu1a11 fowtl!~ &!lett6iers1 ~~Se.) ~ 
~/ct Den/~e: At<d l~tt eusbtlr of' ~el' c!ul!re11 clu-e 6, 

" «£~, J/J!.h ftHJeJ( -fz;k/ fl-.j,·it1)7W tk/ii'L-d.eMtJn/J,.? 
~re hI~ w/fe ;5 d~ttff&:V'tU1U ~had b~YL b l>/M1e 1~ 
af:hU' a.> C/9 Mflc../i lh lk dtrte-, ~ w,~./Ju.sr awl?»~ 



fQf ih~e, {)u} O~~e/ tea~)(~ I $£J !?well ide! to wl /;6 {)fllh 
horvte-1 (};nc/ WJpje_ tltf;'/:h b/>" ~nt b !J,·t ~t/,etl ~ (ldiifoMJ)hofYie 
tit fayal/l{f 1 WaJJ/1 ~h. .:$.c6 fat;d / t JW,#7r6~Wtlutt~r!A tUc« 

dt~tt~/tuf in i/u {)~Mbet' cJtJt1f ( (jff1/; )1;1ed{a at tt MIVe ~ 
//e ;Vi/:h Jdh ~w.tl/~ ~P£kie'' !Jfl;e~J 1k£ /JI:binetj ~lden 
{:wd/; kJ drl)t;ed (Jflvt {)/' ~~~(?~/;w"'zed) J> fr~~ trJd'ffviP/Ij i5ttvt) rrecfof;?j

ntttttt ~/th ,i7 Llfdh
1 

rece/led IPCtl/ tiff)./; m~'tt atle;rt,P-n due tP U11WI75 

it 1/'tti'&/ doui ll~ wd&.re d' fir.lr f?well~ 9J~t51 Ckf'/t'e1 ~ rJ.nl bn:ulen) 
z ~ '/1po~td.e) )>a~ deJ."tv/6Pd; i~ el1e /11()tl f(joY'a:ci~ /aiel tl!ai ldt}1 

cr1;,eJ 1o si)WJbPM /;? cl~&~, . 
W,t:/,;nl?ut~V'~ d' Iu.sa.JT fowe..!h Pei"J ref&rk! ma·"J! C.Jes! 

V()._lky (;b(fpt'c.e !iotl'oqbly Wirthw( :fo~ ani S:Uca11 #Neil~ 
korne, tthl vd/clel aucl J;un_/ (lpt/,/t1j -tJ?,~i alou# cleJ11tld51raie 

hd 1) ~UJM- (:wei(~""'~ c/ea~ ot 2) :£-'!;Powell htJ ~J?1e-
h r'nj -to c/o with hev- d/s.aff.ettftA/1ce, fl Jrof I)( {utat, /Z.;e!/$t/ooc/ 

ultt! {;.uc/ i11 the.~e1 wAiv~ S!Jflicul ti(;C.t(f(ed f;r y~c<-t'S, 1/ rect;?t/y
d€U<heof ~u eh wlz;d, 1 'itiRSfi;ttiP~> 11tlid; ltd a ~~~ Pit: u/i11j c11l t_, 
{))zJ R.j.tJVliJffdj 6 uf there~ /1& eJiic/enu_ -ihtJ/:4i clefA.11;'3 W 
~ an. ail¥ Is V'QJ¥~!l/t hodiy f!wrt/t •I' di!.Jr.r~!e$~ 

:brt )~y hto d ~at! ~tnt a;;;vedfo /{/;t•vY!il; f}w;~ a., 

udetnd w.._,J,, 1:: A~ ii Wtt.> ~.!Llfldy ikf ~~ {?""Jell A-4 a/..ucwle~ 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

DIVISION II 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, No. 48047-6-II 

Respondent, 

v. UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

STEVEN CRAIG POWELL, 

Appellant. 

MAXA, A.C.J.- Steven Powell appeals his conviction and sentence for second degree 

possession of depictions of a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct. The conviction was 

based on the seizure during the execution of a search warrant of images of children who were his 

former neighbors. 

We hold that (1) Powell was not entitled to a Franks 1 hearing on his challenge to portions 

of the probable cause affidavit supporting the search warrant because he failed to show that the 

challenged portions were necessary for the finding of probable cause; (2) the trial court did not 

err in admitting a passage from his journal that was written before the images were taken stating 

that he liked to take video shots of pretty girls and use them for self-stimulation, because the 

1 Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 155-56,98 S. Ct. 2674, 57 L. Ed. 2d 667 (1978). 
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evidence was relevant and not overly prejudicial; (3) Powell's ineffective assistance of counsel 

claims have no merit; and (4) the trial court did not err in ordering his sentence to run 

consecutively instead of concurrently with his sentence for earlier voyeurism convictions. 

Accordingly, we affirm Powell's conviction and sentence. 

FACTS 

Powell's son Joshua Powell was married to Susan Powell, who disappeared from her 

home in Utah in December 2009 under suspicious circumstances. Joshua was a person of 

interest in Susan's disappearance. 

Search Warrant 

After Susan's disappearance, Joshua and his two young children moved from Utah to 

Washington to live with Powell. While investigating Susan's disappearance, Utah police found a 

journal belonging to Susan at her workplace. Powell and Joshua then announced to media that 

they had numerous journals belonging to Susan that contained over 2,000 pages of additional 

journal entries. Powell and Joshua also indicated that the journals they possessed contained 

information important to the investigation. 

Working with Utah police, Detective Gary Sanders of the Pierce County Sheriffs 

Department prepared an affidavit requesting a warrant to search Powell's home and seize 

physical and digital copies of Susan's journals. Sanders's affidavit provided background 

information on the investigation into Susan's disappearance, including searches and interviews 

that involved Powell. The affidavit also described how Powell had told the media and law 

enforcement that he possessed journals written by Susan and stated that the journals could 
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contain useful information for the investigation into Susan's disappearance. The requested 

search warrant was granted on August 24, 2011. 

On August 25, officers from Pierce County and Utah executed the search warrant on 

Powell's home. They seized computers, hard drives, discs, a camcorder, videos, and notebooks 

during the search. One disc seized from Powell's bedroom contained numerous photos and 

videos carefully cataloged into folders. One such folder was titled "Neighbors," which contained 

subfolders titled "Open Window in Back House," "Taking Bath-1 ,"and "Taking Bath-2." 

Report ofProceedings (RP) at 123. 

The sub folders contained numerous images of young girls, including two who were later 

identified as Powell's 8-year-old and 1 0-year-old neighbors. The images were taken through 

Powell's window, looking into the bathroom of the neighboring house. They depicted the girls 

in the bathtub, going to the bathroom, and changing clothes. Some images captured and focused 

in on the young girls' exposed genital regions. 

Voyeurism Conviction and Appeal 

On September 22,2011, the State charged Powell with 14 counts ofvoyeurism and one 

count of second degree possession of depictions of a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct. 

The trial court dismissed the second degree possession charge before trial, and Powell was 

convicted of all ofthe voyeurism charges. State v. Powell, 181 Wn. App. 716,722,326 P.3d 859 

(2014). The trial court vacated two of the convictions on double jeopardy grounds and sentenced 

Powell on the remaining convictions, imposing a sentence of 30 months of confinement. 

Powell appealed and the State cross-appealed. !d. This court affirmed Powell's 

voyeurism convictions and reversed the trial court's pretrial dismissal of the second degree 
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possession charge. !d. at 729. While the appeal was pending, Powell completed his sentence for 

the voyeurism convictions and was released from confinement on March 23, 2014. 

Request for Franks Hearing 

On October 27, 2014, the State re-filed the second degree possession of depictions of a 

minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct charge. Powell filed a motion to set aside the search 

warrant and suppress evidence. He argued that the affidavit supporting the warrant contained 

material misstatements and omissions and requested a Franks hearing. After hearing argument, 

the trial court concluded that Powell had failed to make the necessary showing to receive a 

Franks hearing. The court ruled that Powell had failed to show that Sanders made misstatements 

or omissions and that even if there were misstatements and omissions, they were not material to 

determination of probable cause. 

Motion in Limine -Journal Entry 

Powell filed a motion in limine to exclude his journals from being introduced as evidence 

at trial. Powell argued that the journals were more prejudicial than probative and would 

constitute impermissible propensity evidence under ER 404(b ). The State argued that one 

excerpted passage written on August 17, 2004 should be admissible. The passage stated: "I 

enjoy taking video shots of pretty girls in shorts and skirts, beautiful women of every age. I 

sometimes use those images for self-stimulation." Clerk's Papers (CP) at 257. 

The State argued the passage was relevant to show Powell was the one who took the 

images of the neighbor girls, his motivation for taking them, and his intent to use them for sexual 

gratification. The trial court granted Powell's motion in limine in part, ruling that the journals 
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were generally irrelevant and therefore inadmissible. But the court ruled that the single passage 

the State offered was admissible because it was relevant and more probative than prejudicial. 

Conviction and Sentence 

The jury convicted Powell of second degree possession of depictions of a minor engaged 

in sexually explicit conduct. The trial court sentenced Powell to 60 months to run consecutively 

with his earlier sentence on the voyeurism convictions. 

Powell appeals his conviction and sentence. 

ANALYSIS 

A. REQUEST FOR FRANKS HEARING 

Powell argues that the trial court erred in denying his request for a Franks hearing 

because he met his burden of making a preliminary showing that the search warrant affidavit 

contained material misstatements and omissions. We disagree. 

1. Legal Principles 

Both the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution and article 1, section 7 of 

the Washington Constitution require probable cause to support the issuance of a search warrant. 

See State v. Martines, 184 Wn.2d 83, 90, 355 P.3d 1111 (2015) (Fourth Amendment); State v. 

Ollivier, 178 Wn.2d 813, 846, 312 P.3d 1 (2013) (article 1, section 7). "Probable cause exists 

when the affidavit in support of the search warrant 'sets forth facts and circumstances sufficient 

to establish a reasonable inference that the defendant is probably involved in criminal activity 

and that evidence of the crime may be found at a certain location.' " Ollivier, 178 Wn.2d at 846-

47 (quoting State v. Jackson, 150 Wn.2d 251,264,76 P.3d 217 (2003)). 
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In Franks v. Delaware, the United States Supreme Court held that after a search warrant 

has been issued, a defendant is entitled to an evidentiary hearing- a "Franks hearing"-

regarding the veracity of factual allegations in the search warrant affidavit if (1) the defendant 

makes a "substantial preliminary showing" that the affiant knowingly and intentionally or with 

reckless disregard for the truth included a false statement in the warrant affidavit, and (2) the 

allegedly false statement is necessary to the finding of probable cause. 438 U.S. 154, 155-56, 98 

S. Ct. 2674, 57 L. Ed. 2d 667 (1978). This test also applies to material omissions of fact. State 

v. Chenoweth, 160 Wn.2d 454, 469, 158 P.3d 595 (2007). 

Our Supreme Court has stated the test for a Franks hearing as follows: 

A search warrant may be invalidated if material falsehoods were included in the 
affidavit intentionally (deliberately) or with reckless disregard for the truth, or if 
there were deliberate or reckless omissions of material information from the 
warrant. If the defendant makes a substantial preliminary showing of such a 
material misrepresentation or omission, the defendant is entitled to a Franks 
evidentiary hearing. 

Ollivier, 178 Wn.2d at 847 (citations omitted). Under this test, the defendant must show that a 

false statement or omission in a search warrant affidavit was both intentional and material. See 

State v. Garrison, 118 Wn.2d 870, 872-73, 827 P.2d 1388 (1992). If either requirement is not 

satisfied, the defendant is not entitled to a Franks hearing. Id. at 873. 

If the defendant makes a substantial preliminary showing of a misstatement or omission 

that is intentional or reckless and material, then the court must hold a Franks hearing. Ollivier, 

178 W n.2d at 84 7. At the hearing the defendant bears the burden of proving the material 

misstatements or omissions by a preponderance of the evidence. State v. Cord, 103 Wn.2d 361, 

367, 693 P .2d 81 (1985). If the defendant is successful in doing so, the trial court must strike the 

misrepresentations and include the omissions and determine whether the affidavit as modified 
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still supports a finding of probable cause. Ollivier, 178 Wn.2d at 847. If it does not, the warrant 

is invalidated and the evidence is suppressed. !d. 

2. Franks Analysis 

Powell argues that Sanders's warrant affidavit contained three misstatements or 

omissions: (1) indicating that Powell would not provide copies of the journals to law 

enforcement, (2) creating the impression that Powell obstructed the investigation into Susan's 

disappearance and did not cooperate with law enforcement, and (3) failing to acknowledge that 

Joshua's children were made available for interviews in Washington. We hold that even if these 

portions of the affidavit constituted misrepresentations or omissions, Powell was not entitled to a 

Franks hearing because he did not show that these portions were necessary to the probable cause 

determination. 

To be entitled to a Franks hearing, the defendant must make a substantial preliminary 

showing that the alleged misrepresentations or omissions were material - necessary to the 

finding or probable cause. Franks, 438 U.S. at 155-56; Ollivier, 178 Wn.2d at 847. To 

determine materiality, the trial court must remove the challenged false statements from the 

affidavit and insert the challenged omissions into the affidavit. Garrison, 118 Wn.2d at 873. If 

the information in the "altered" affidavit remains sufficient to support a finding of probable 

cause, the defendant is not entitled to a Franks hearing. !d. 

For this inquiry, it is not enough that the misrepresentation or omission might have 

affected the magistrate's probable cause determination. !d. at 874. A defendant is entitled to a 

Franks hearing only if the modified affidavit could not have supported a finding of probable 

cause. !d. 
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Powell does not even attempt to argue that Sanders's affidavit would have been 

insufficient to establish probable cause if all the alleged misrepresentations were removed and all 

the alleged omissions were inserted. Even if we were to replace the alleged misstatements and 

add the alleged omissions to Sanders's affidavit, the resulting affidavit still would have been 

more than sufficient to support probable cause and the issuance of a search warrant. The core 

facts of the warrant were that Powell had numerous journals written by Susan that were likely to 

contain information useful to the investigation into her disappearance. None of the alleged 

misstatements or omissions change the core facts. 

Accordingly, we hold that the trial court did not err in denying Powell's request for a 

Franks hearing. 

B. ADMISSION OF JOURNAL PASSAGE 

Powell argues that the trial court erred in admitting evidence consisting of two sentences 

written in Powell's journal: "I enjoy taking video shots of pretty girls in shorts and skirts, 

beautiful women of every age. I sometimes use those images for self-stimulation." CP at 257. 

Powell argues that the comment in his journal was inadmissible under bothER 403 and ER 

404(b ). We disagree. 

1. Standard ofReview 

We review a trial court's evidentiary rulings for an abuse of discretion. State v. Slocum, 

183 Wn. App. 438,449, 333 P.3d 541 (2014). A trial court abuses its discretion by issuing a 

decision that is manifestly unreasonable or based upon untenable grounds or reasons. Jd. A 

decision is manifestly unreasonable if it takes a view that no reasonable person would take. I d. 
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2. Admissibility Under ER 403 

ER 40 1 defines relevant evidence as "evidence having any tendency to make the 

existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or 

less probable than it would be without the evidence." And relevant evidence is generally 

admissible. ER 402. 

However, relevant evidence "may be excluded if its probative value is substantially 

outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice." ER 403. Evidence may be unfairly prejudicial 

when it excites an emotional rather than a rational response by the jury or when it promotes a 

decision on an improper basis. State v. Haq, 166 Wn. App. 221, 261, 268 P.3d 997 (2012). The 

trial court has considerable discretion to consider what evidence is relevant and to balance its 

possible prejudicial impact against its probative value. State v. Barry, 184 Wn. App. 790, 801, 

339 P.3d 200 (2014). 

a. Probative Value 

First, Powell argues that the journal entry has little probative value because there is not 

enough similarity between the journal passage and the crime charged. Powell asserts that there 

are differences between the journal entry and the charged crime because the journal entry refers 

to women in shorts and skirts while the charged crime involved exposed genital areas, and the 

journal entry refers to women of all ages while the charged crime involved minors. 

However, the journal passage did have probative value because it indicated "I enjoy 

taking video shots of pretty girls," which is probative of the fact that it was Powell who took the 

images found on his computer. CP at 257. Sanders testified that the images on Powell's 

computer were taken from a video recording, and a video camera was found in Powell's 
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bedroom. The passage also indicated that Powell used images of "pretty girls" and "beautiful 

women of every age." CP at 257 (emphasis added). So although Powell argues that the journal 

passage was not specific to minors, it differentiated between girls and women. The passage also 

described women of every age, which would include minors. 

Finally, the passage noted that Powell used the images for "self-stimulation." CP at 257. 

An element of the charged offense was that Powell possessed the images "for the purpose of 

sexual stimulation of the viewer." RCW 9.68A.011(4)(f). The journal passage had probative 

value because it tended to make it more probable that Powell had the requisite intent- that he 

used the images for his own sexual gratification. 

Powell argues that the journal passage essentially was propensity evidence, which cannot 

be used to prove intent. See State v. Wade, 98 Wn. App. 328, 334-35, 989 P.2d 576 (1999). But 

the passage was not admitted to show that Powell had a propensity for using images of girls for 

self-stimulation. Instead, it generally explained what motivated Powell to take images of pretty 

girls and created an inference that he used the images for the purpose he intended. 

Second, Powell argues that the journal passage's probative value was diminished by the 

fact that although the passage was dated August 17, 2004, the images at issue were not taken 

until sometime in 2006 or 2007 (and Powell was charged with possession of the depictions in 

2011 ). He argues that the passage was too remote to be probative of intent. 

Powell cites two cases for support, but both are clearly distinguishable from the present 

case. In State v. Acosta, the court ruled that prior convictions were not relevant to the 

defendant's state of mind regarding the charged crime because the prior convictions were 

between two and 1 0 years old and did not require a specific intent or state of mind. 123 W n. 
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App. 424,435, 98 P.3d 503 (2004). In State v. Sargent, the court determined that defendant's 

argument with his wife eight months before her murder was too remote to be probative of the 

defendant's intent on the night of the murder. 40 Wn. App. 340, 352, 698 P.2d 598 (1985). 

The evidence offered in Acosta and Sargent did not clearly indicate the defendant's state 

of mind or intent at the time of the prior convictions or prior argument. Therefore, the evidence 

was oflittle value in determining the defendant's state of mind or intent at the later time of the 

crime. But here Powell's journal passage is unlike the prior convictions in Acosta or the earlier 

argument in Sargent because the journal passage offers insight into Powell's own thoughts and 

feelings. The journal passage stated plainly what Powell liked to do (take video shots of pretty 

girls) and why (for self-stimulation). Therefore, the journal passage does have probative value 

related to Powell's intent for taking the images of his neighbors, and the passage of time does not 

diminish the probative value. 

We agree with the trial court that the journal passage had significant probative value 

under the facts of this case. 

b. Balancing 

The journal passage indicated that Powell took video shots of girls and women and used 

them for self-stimulation. Because of the nature of this conduct, admitting the passage created a 

danger ofunfair prejudice. But given the strong probative value of the evidence, we cannot say 

that the trial court abused its discretion in ruling that the probative value was not substantially 

outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. 

Accordingly, we hold that the trial court did not abuse its discretion when it refused to 

exclude the journal passage under ER 403. 
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3. Admissibility Under ER 404(b) 

Under ER 404(b ), "[ e ]vidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not admissible to prove 

the character of a person in order to show action in conformity therewith." However, this 

evidence may be admissible for other purposes, such as "proof of motive, opportunity, intent, 

preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident." ER 404(b). The 

State argues and the trial court found that the journal entry was admissible to show that Powell 

took the images at issue (identity) and that the purpose of taking the images was for sexual 

gratification (motive and intent). 

Before a trial court admits evidence under ER 404(b ), it must (1) find by a preponderance 

of the evidence that the misconduct occurred, (2) identify the purpose for admitting the evidence, 

(3) determine the relevance of the evidence to prove an element of the crime, and (4) weigh the 

probative value of the evidence against its prejudicial effect under ER 403. State v. Gunderson, 

181 Wn.2d 916, 923,337 P.3d 1090 (2014). 

Powell does not argue that the trial court failed to make the required findings. Instead, he 

argues that the journal entry was not relevant to show identity or intent and that the prejudicial 

effect of that evidence outweighs any relevance. We already addressed and rejected these 

arguments in our ER 403 analysis. Therefore, we hold that the trial court did not err in admitting 

the journal evidence under ER 404(b ). 

C. STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS CLAIMS 

1. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 

Powell argues that his defense counsel was ineffective for failing to investigate whether 

law enforcement was making deceitful statements and committing perjury, for failing to present 
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evidence that law enforcement made false statements, and for failing to respond to the State's 

arguments at trial. 2 We disagree. 

We review claims of ineffective assistance of counsel de novo. State v. Hamilton, 179 

Wn. App. 870,879,320 P.3d 142 (2014). To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel 

claim, the defendant must show both that (1) defense counsel's representation was deficient and 

(2) the deficient representation prejudiced the defendant. State v. Grier, 171 Wn.2d 17, 32-33, 

246 P .3d 1260 (20 11 ). Representation is deficient if after considering all the circumstances, it 

falls below an objective standard of reasonableness. ld. at 33. Prejudice exists if there is a 

reasonable probability that except for counsel's errors, the result of the proceeding would have 

been different. ld. at 34. 

We begin with a strong presumption that counsel's representation was effective. ld. at 

33. To demonstrate deficient performance the defendant must show that, based on the record, 

there are no legitimate strategic or tactical reasons for the challenged conduct. State v. Emery, 

174 Wn.2d 741,755,278 P.3d 653 (2012). The law affords trial counsel wide latitude in the 

choice of tactics. In re Pers. Restraint of Stenson, 142 Wn.2d 710, 736, 16 P.3d 1 (2001). 

Powell argues that defense counsel should have investigated Powell's concerns that law 

enforcement officers were making false statements and should have accused them of committing 

2 Powell also make numerous claims that involve his earlier trial and convictions on the 
voyeurism charges, including that defense counsel (1) failed to investigate Powell's concerns 
about law enforcement making false statements and (2) made a statement in opening regarding 
the trustworthiness of law enforcement. These claims are outside the scope of our review 
because they concern a different trial and conviction than the one before us. Powell also argues 
error based on the fact that he never received a copy of the opening statements from the 
voyeurism trial. That argument also is outside the scope of our review. 
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peiJury. However, counsel did investigate statements made by law enforcement in support of the 

search warrant and filed a motion to set aside the warrant on the basis that the supporting 

affidavit contained misstatements and omissions. In support of the motion to set aside the 

warrant, defense counsel offered various interviews with law enforcement officers conducted by 

the defense investigator. 

And defense counsel's decision to not argue petjury at trial was objectively reasonable. 

There was no clear evidence that law enforcement officers knowingly made false statements 

under oath, and making a petjury accusation would not have benefitted Powell's defense. 

Further, defense counsel did challenge the accuracy oflaw enforcement officers' statements and 

vigorously cross-examined their testimony. 

Powell also argues that defense counsel was generally ineffective for failing to respond to 

the State's arguments. Powell asserts that defense counsel was distracted or otherwise unwilling 

to respond. According to Powell, he asked defense counsel if he was going to respond to matters 

at trial and defense counsel gave the impression that he was not interested. However, that 

exchange is not in the trial transcript. We cannot consider matters outside the record. State v. 

McFarland, 127 Wn.2d 322, 335, 899 P.2d 1251 (1995) ("If a defendant wishes to raise issues 

on appeal that require evidence or facts not in the existing trial record, the appropriate means of 

doing so is through a personal restraint petition."). 

Powell does not provide any further detail about his defense counsel's failure to respond 

to arguments, and he states that he is unable to do so because he was not provided copies of the 

trial transcript. Although RAP 10.1 0( c) does not require that a SAG refer to the record or cite 
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authority, the rule does require an appellant to inform us of the "nature and occurrence of the 

alleged errors." There is not enough information for us to consider this SAG claim. 

We hold that Powell's ineffective assistance of counsel claims fail. 

2. Consecutive Sentence 

Powell argues that the trial court improperly imposed an exceptional sentence when it 

ordered his sentence to run consecutively instead of concurrently with his sentence for the earlier 

voyeurism convictions. We disagree. 

Generally, sentences on multiple current offenses are served concurrently, rather than 

consecutively. RCW 9.94A.589(1)(a)3
; In re Pers. Restraint of Finstad, 177 Wn.2d 501,507, 

301 P.3d 450 (2013). And ordering sentences on multiple current offenses to run consecutively 

constitutes an exceptional sentence. RCW 9.94A.589(1)(a), .535. "Current offenses" are 

convictions that are entered or sentenced on the same day. RCW 9.94A.525(1); see also Finstad, 

177 Wn.2d at 507. But a when a defendant is sentenced for a single current offense that is a 

felony committed while the defendant was not under sentence for conviction of a felony, the 

sentence may run consecutively when the court expressly orders it. RCW 9.94A.589(3); State v. 

Champion, 134 Wn. App. 483,488, 140 P.3d 633 (2006). 

Powell meets the requirements ofRCW 9.94A.589(3). Second degree possession of 

depictions of a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct is a felony, and Powell committed the 

crime when he was not under sentence for the conviction of any other felony. The sentence for 

3 RCW 9.94A.589 together with RCW 9.94A.535 and RCW 9.94A.525 are all sentencing 
statutes that have been amended since the events of this case transpired. However, these 
amendments do not impact the statutory language relied on by this court. Accordingly, we do 
not include the word "former" before RCW 9.94A.589, RCW 9.94A.535, and RCW 9.94A.525. 
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the voyeurism convictions was imposed after Powell committed the possession crime. Because 

Powell is subject to RCW 9.94A.589(3), the sentencing court had authority to impose a 

consecutive sentence as long as it was expressly ordered. Powell's judgment and sentence states 

that the sentence run "consecutive to any other time served on prior 2012 [judgment and 

sentence]." CP at 277. 

Accordingly, we hold that the trial court did not err by imposing a consecutive sentence. 

D. APPELLATE COSTS 

Powell asks that we refrain from awarding appellate costs if the State seeks them. The 

State has not sought appellate costs. We decline to consider the issue. 

Under State v. Grant, a defendant is not required to address appellate costs in his or her 

briefing to preserve the ability to object to the imposition of costs after the State files a cost bill. 

196 Wn. App. 644,648, 385 P.3d 184 (2016). A commissioner ofthis court will consider 

whether to award appellate costs in due course under the newly revised provisions of RAP 14.2 

if the State decides to file a cost bill and if Powell objects to that cost bill. 

CONCLUSION 

We affirm Powell's conviction and sentence. 
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A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW 

2.06.040, it is so ordered. 

MAXA, A..C.J. 

We concur: 

-'~~)-._ W~~ICK, J. v-
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A. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 

1. Appellant was entitled to an evidentiary hearing on his 

motion to set aside the search warrant. 

2. The trial court erroneously admitted unfairly prejudicial 

evidence of appellant's prior conduct. 

Issues pertaining to assignments of error 

1. Where appellant submitted an offer of proof in support of 

his motion to set aside the search warrant which showed that material 

misrepresentations and omissions in the search warrant affidavit impacted 

the probable cause determination, was he entitled to an evidentiary 

hearing? 

2. Over defense objection the trial court admitted a passage 

from a journal appellant wrote in 2004, seven years before the charged 

offense, to establish his intent to commit the crime charged. Where the 

acts referred to in the journal entry are not similar enough to the charged 

acts to support an inference other than that appellant has a propensity to 

commit the charged offense, was admission of the journal entry unfairly 

prejudicial to appellant's right to a fair trial? 

B. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

1. Procedural History 



In 2011, the Pierce County Prosecuting Attorney charged appellant 

Steven Powell with 14 counts of voyeurism and one count of second 

degree possession of depictions of minors engaged in sexually explicit 

conduct. CP 1-8. The trial court dismissed the possession charge prior to 

trial, and Powell was convicted on the remaining counts. CP 9. Powell 

and the State appealed. This Court affirmed the convictions and reversed 

the dismissal of the possession count. State v. Powell, 181 Wn. App. 716, 

326 P.3d 859, review denied, 181 Wn.2d 1011 (2014). The State refiled 

the charge on October 27,2014. CP 12-13. 

Powell moved to suppress evidence seized during execution of a 

search warrant and requested a Franks 1 hearing, arguing that material 

misrepresentations and omissions in the warrant affidavit affected the 

probable cause determination. CP 14-142. He submitted an offer of proof 

with his motion, including affidavits and transcripts. Id. The court ruled 

that Powell had not shown that a hearing was necessary and denied the 

motion. RP 42-44. 

The case proceeded to jury trial, and the jury returned a guilty 

verdict. CP 229. The court denied the defense request for an exceptional 

sentence below the standard range and imposed a standard range sentence 

of 60 months, directing that it be served consecutive to any other time 

1 Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 156, 98 S.Ct. 2674, 57 L.Ed.2d 667 ( 1978). 
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served on the 2012 Judgment and Sentence. CP 277; RP 273-74, 283. 

Powell filed this timely appeal. CP 292. 

2. Substantive Facts 

Joshua Powell was married to Susan Powell, who disappeared 

from their home in Utah in December 2009 under suspicious 

circumstances. Utah police investigated the case as a kidnapping and 

murder, and Joshua was a person of interest. CP 17. In January 2010 

Joshua moved to Washington with his sons, moving in with his father 

Steven Powell. Id. Steven Powell participated in interviews and allowed 

law enforcement to search his home more than once. The children were 

interviewed in Pierce County. CP 21. 

After police found Susan Powell's journal at her place of work. 

Joshua and Steven Powell reported to media and friends that they had 

some of Susan Powell's earlier journals that might contain information 

relevant to the investigation. CP 22. Joshua and Steven Powell met with 

law enforcement and agreed to provide copies of the journals they had. in 

exchange for a copy of the journal police had. CP 22. The exchange 

never occurred, and instead law enforcement sought a search warrant for 

Powell's home. CP 22-23. 

On August 25, 20 II, law enforcement officers from Pierce County 

and West Valley City Utah executed the search warrant. RP 84. Among 
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the items removed from the house was a cardboard box found in the 

master bedroom, which contained numerous computer disks. RP 114, 

166-67. The officer tasked with reviewing the computer disks found 

photographs captured from videos of two minor females in a bathroom 

changing clothes, bathing, and using the toilet, clothed and unclothed. RP 

168-69, 200-01. The disk also contained photos of Powell masturbating 

and photos of fully clothed women in the neighborhood. RP 108, 123-25. 

Utah police informed Pierce County law enforcement what they 

had found, and Pierce County investigated. RP 85-86, 118. They learned 

that the girls in the photos had lived next door to Powell in 2006 and 2007. 

RP 98, 102, 13 7, 142. The window through which the pictures were taken 

was visible from Powell's master bedroom window. RP 105-06. Police 

found a camera of the same type used to take the photos in Powell's 

bedroom. RP 170-72. They also found numerous journals Powell had 

kept over the years. In 2004, Powell had written, "Also, I enjoy taking 

video shots of pretty girls in shorts and skirts, beautiful women of every 

age. I sometimes use these images for self-stimulation." RP 202. 
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C. ARGUMENT 

1. POWELL MADE THE NECESSARY SHOWING FOR 
AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON THE VALIDITY OF 
THE SEARCH WARRANT. 

A criminal defendant may challenge the veracity of factual 

allegations made in a facially valid search warrant affidavit, and an 

evidentiary hearing on the challenge is mandated where the defendant 

makes a substantial preliminary showing that the affiant knowingly, 

intentionally, or with reckless disregard for the truth included a false 

statement necessary to the finding of probable cause. Franks v. Delaware, 

438 U.S. 154, 155-56, 98 S.Ct. 2674, 2676, 57 L.Ed.2d 667 (1978); State 

v. Wolken, 103 Wn.2d 823, 827-28, 700 P.2d 319, 322 (1985). The test 

for material misrepresentations applies to allegations of material omissions 

as well. State v. Cord, 103 Wn.2d 361, 367, 693 P.2d 81 (1985). 

Allegations of deliberate or reckless falsehoods or omissions must be 

accompanied by an offer of proof. Franks, 438 U.S. at 171. But the 

defendant's burden is a burden of production. Proof by a preponderance 

ofthe evidence is not required until the evidentiary hearing itself. United 

States v. Glover, 755 F.3d 811,820 (7th Cir. 2014). 

If the defendant satisfies the burden of production, the affidavit 

must be examined with the false information deleted or the omitted 

material inserted. If the altered content is insufficient to support a finding 
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of probable cause, the defendant is entitled to an evidentiary hearing. 

Franks, 438 U.S. at 171-72. 

Here, Powell moved to set aside the search warrant executed at his 

house in August 2011. CP 14-142. In the motion, Powell argued that the 

warrant affidavit omitted or misstated the following material information: 

(I) that Powell had made the journals available to law enforcement, (2) the 

extent to which Powell had already cooperated with law enforcement, (3) 

the number of times the Powell children had been available for 

questioning, and ( 4) the extent of the ongoing surveillance of the Powell 

. 
residence and phones by law enforcement. CP 24-25. Powell argued that 

absent these material misrepresentations and om1ssions, the search warrant 

would not have issued. CP 26. 

Pierce County Sheriffs Detective Gary Sanders prepared the 

search warrant affidavit in which he set forth facts he claimed established 

the need for the warrant to obtain Susan Powell's journals. Much of the 

information about the investigation came from West Valley City Police 

Detective Ellis Maxwell. Sanders accepted the information as good 

information, without attempting to validate it. CP 63. The primary thrust 

of the affidavit was that a warrant was necessary because Joshua and 

Steven Powell had obstructed the investigation into Susan Powell's 

disappearance. CP 34. This conclusory statement was seemingly 
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contradicted by information that "a second consent search" of Powell's 

home had been conducted in May 20 I 0 and that Powell had been 

interviewed multiple times by law enforcement. CP 38. 

The defense argued that the claim that Joshua and Steven Powell 

had obstructed the investigation was a misrepresentation of the facts, 

because Steven Powell haJ made himself available for multiple interview5 

with law enforcement, had consented to searches of his home, and had 

offered to provide additional information to law enforcement. CP 17-18, 

41. 

The search warrant affidavit also stated that a forensic interview 

with one of the children was conducted in Utah in December 2009, but 

since that time the children had not been returned to or been available for 

further interviews in the state of Utah. CP 37-38. The defense argued that 

the affidavit was again misleading because it omitted information that the 

children had been interviewed in Pierce County as part of the investigation 

into Susan Powell's disappearance. CP 21. In fact, Sanders admitted in 

an interview with defense counsel in preparation for this motion that he 

had done a couple of interviews with the Powell children and had them 

interviewed at the Child Advocacy Center in Pierce County. CP 58. This 

information was not included in the search warrant affidavit. See CP 32-

41. 
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The search warrant affidavit stated that after offering to exchange 

copies of Susan Powell's earlier journals for the more recent journal police 

had possession of, Steven Powell informed law enforcement they were no 

longer willing to release the journals and would not cooperate any longer. 

CP 39. 

Powell stated in his affidavit in support of the motion to set aside 

the warrant that he did not refuse to provide copies of Susan Powell's 

journals to law enforcement. In fact, he told law enforcement he and 

Joshua had the journals and offered to provide the originals or copies, 

asking for a copy of the journal law enforcement had. He prepared copies 

of the journals in his possession and emailed U.S. Marshal Spencer that 

they were ready. Spencer replied that law enforcement were not willing to 

provide a copy of the journal they had. He never contacted Powell about 

obtaining the copies Powell had prepared. CP 41-42. 

The search warrant affidavit stated that the journals were necessary 

to the investigation, and with the lack of cooperation and criminally 

obstructive behavior from Steven and Joshua Powell refusing to provide 

the journals to law enforcement, a search warrant was necessary to recover 

this evidence. CP 40. Defense counsel argued that the overall impression 

from the warrant affidavit was that Powell was 'being obstructionist and 

uncooperative and that the journals would not be provided without a 
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search warrant, but the evidence suggests the opposite. Steven and Joshua 

Powell had been cooperative, and the warrant affidavit was misleading. 

RP 22-23. 

After reviewing the pleadings and hearing argument, the court 

denied the motion for an evidentiary hearing. RP 42. The court ruled that 

Powell had not made a substantial preliminary showing of intentional or 

reckless materia~ misrepresentation or omission. RP 42-43. The court 

found that none of the details omitted from the affidavit amounted to a 

material misrepresentation, and it did not believe that inserting the omitted 

information would affect the probable cause determination. RP 44. 

"By repo!iing less than the total story, an affiant can manipulate 

the inferences t~e magistrate will draw." United States v. Stanert, 762 

F.2d 775, 781 (91
h Cir. 1985). Therefore, where material facts are 

deliberately or recklessly omitted from a warrant application in a manner 

that tends to mislead, the defendant is entitled to a Franks hearing, unless 
' 

the warrant would still establish probable cause with the omitted 

information inserted. ld. at 780-81. In this case, Powell's offer of proof 

established that Sanders omitted material details regarding Powell's 

cooperation with the investigation. Powell's affidavit and the transcripts 
' 

from interviews with the Sanders and Maxwell provided circumstantial 

evidence of intentional or reckless deception. ln the warrant affidavit 
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Sanders attempted to create the impression that the only way the journals 

would be obtained was through execution of a search warrant. The 

affidavit starts with the conclusory statement that Powell was obstructing 

justice, and the allegations are set forth so that the magistrate will accept 

that statement and further conclude that Powell's lack of cooperation made 

the search warrant necessary. To achieve this, Sanders omitted 

information which would have precluded that conclusion, details which 

showed Powell had been cooperating with the investigation. 

Powell was not required to prove by 'a preponderance of the 

evidence that Sanders deliberately or recklessly made material 

misrepresentations or omissions. That showing would be required at the 

evidentiary hearing itself. To be entitled to an evidentiary hearing, Powell 

was only required to make a preliminary showing. The offer of proof here 

met that requirement, and his motion for an evidentiary hearing should be 

granted. 

2. POWELL'S 2004 JOURNAL ENTRY SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN EXCLUDED AS UNFAIRLY PREJUDICIAL 
AND TOO REMOTE TO BE RE£EV ANT. 

Prior to trial Powell moved to exclude his journals. CP 180-82; RP 

51, 53. The State offered a passage from August 2004, in which Powell 

wrote "Also, I enjoy taking video shots of pretty girls in shorts and skirts, 

beautiful women of every age. I sometimes use these images for self-
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stimulation." RP 54, 202. The State argued that the passage went to show 

Powell's intent,· that he took the photographs he was charged with 

possessing, and his motivation for possessing them. RP 53-55. Defense 

counsel asked the court to exclude this passage. RP 53. 

The court granted the defense motion to exclude the journals 

except for the passage offered by the State. It ruled that the passage was a 

statement by party opponent relevant to the element of intent the State had 

to prove, and that the probative value of the evidence outweighed any 

potential prejudice. RP 56. The journal entry was admitted over defense 

objection. RP 202. After the journal entry was admitted, the court made a 

record that it found the entry particularly relevant to whether the 

depictions Powell was charged with possessing were intended for sexual 

gratification. The relevance outweighed potential prejudice even though 

the journal entry M'as made in 2004. RP 212. 

Powell was charged with second degree possession of depiction of 

a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct.· To convict Powell, the State 

had to prove he knowingly possessed any "depiction of the genitals or 

unclothed public,or rectal areas of any minor, or the unclothed breast of a 

female minor, for the purpose of sexual stimulation of the viewer, whether 

or not the minor knows that he or she is participating in the described 

conduct." CP 224; RCW 9.68A.070(2)(a); RCW 9.68A.011(4)(f). The 
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State's theory was that Powell created the images found on the computer 

disk for the purpose of his sexual stimulation and that the journal entry 

was relevant to prove his intent in creating and possessing the images. 

It is fundamental that a defendant should be tried based on 

evidence relevant to the crime charged, not convicted because the jury 

believes he is a bad person who has done wrong in the past. State v. 

Lough, 125 Wn.2d 847, 853, 889 P.2d 487 (1995). In light of this 

principle of fundamental fairness, ER 404(b) forbids evidence of other 

crimes, wrongs, or acts which establishes only a defendant's propensity to 

commit a crime. State v. Wade, 98 Wn. App .. 328, 333, 989 P.2d 576 

(1999). This Court has noted the reasoning underlying this rule: 

The state may not show defendant's prior trouble with the law, 
specific criminal acts, or ill name among his neighbors, even 
though such facts might logically be persuasive that he is by 
propensity a probable perpetrator of the crime. The inquiry is not 
rejected because character is irrelevant; on the contrary, it is said to 
weigh too much with the jury and to so overpersuade them as to 
prejudge one with a bad general record and deny him a fair 
opportunity to defend against a particular charge. The overriding 
policy of excluding such evidence, despite its admitted probative 
value, is the practical experience that its disallowance tends to 
prevent confusion of issues, unfair surprise and undue prejudice. 

State v. Herzog, 73 Wn. App. 34, 49, 867 P.2d 6~8 (quoting Michelson v. 

United States, 335 U.S. 469, 93 L. Ed. 168, 69 S. Ct. 213 (1948)), review 

denied, 124 Wn.2d I 022 (1994). 
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To be admissible under ER 404(b), evidence of other conduct must 

be logically relevant to a material issue before the jury, which means the 

evidence is "nel:essary to prove an essential ingredient of the crime 

charged." State v. Salterelli, 98 Wn.2d 358, 362, 655 P.2d 697 (1982). 

Even relevant evidence may be excluded if its probative value is 

substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudict:. ER 403. This 

is part of the ER 404(b) analysis as well. Salterelli, 98 Wn.2d at 361-62. 

While evidence of prior conduct is never admissible to prove the 

defendant's propensity to commit a crime, it may be admissible for other 

purposes, such as proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, 

knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident. ER 404(b); Wade, 

98 Wn. App. at 333. But before such evidence can be admitted the court 

must balance its probative value against its prejudicial effect, and evidence 

that is unfairly prejudicial must be excluded. Wade, 98 Wn. App. at 333-

34. "Regardless of relevance or probative value, evidence that relies on 

the propensity of a person to commit a crime cannot be admitted to show 

action in conformity therewith." Wade, 98 Wn. App. at 334 (citing 

Saltarelli, 98 Wn.2d at 362). 

The State offered and the court admitted Powell's 2004 journal 

entry to prove his intent in committing the charged offense. When the 

State offers evidence of prior acts to prove the defendant's intent, there 
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must be a logical theory, other than propensity, demonstrating how the 

prior acts connect to the intent required to commit the charged offense. 

Wade, 98 Wn. App. at 334. To use the prior '!cts for a non-propensity 

theory, there must be some similarity among the facts of the prior conduct 

and the charged offense. Id. 

In Wade, the defendant was charged with possession of cocaine 

with intent to deliver, and the court admitted evJdence of two prior drug 

dealing acts to prove his intent. Wade, 98 Wn. App. at 331-32. The Court 

of Appeals noted, however, that the facts of the charged offense differed 

significantly from the facts of the previous offenses. In the prior cases, the 

defendant was observed selling drugs, while in the current case he simply 

saw an officer, emptied the contents of his pockets, and ran. Even though 

the prior acts occurred in the same general location as the charged act, the 

facts did not support an inference of intent to deliver. The only reasonable 

inference from the prior acts was that the defendant was predisposed to 

have the same intent on the current occasion. Thus, the- trial court erred in 

admitting evidence of the prior acts. Id. at 337. 

Here, as in Wade, the journal entry merely supports a propensity 

inference and therefore it should have been excluded. Powell's journal 

entry refers to taking videos shots of women of all ages in shorts and skirts 

and using them for self-stimulation. The inference relied on by the State is 

14 



that because he used those images for sexual stimulation, he must have 

had the same intent with the images he was charged with possessing. But 

the journal does not reference minors or exposed intimate body parts. 

' 
There is not enough similarity between the conduct described in Powell's 

journal and the charged acts to prove intent other than by a propensity 

inference. 

Moreover, the journal entry was too remote in time to be 

sufficiently probative of the charged offense. When considering whether 

past conduct is relevant to intent, the court should ask if the prior act 

indicates an intent on the date the charged offense was alleged to have 

occurred. State v. Acosta, 123 Wn. App. 424, 434-35, 98 P.3d 503 (2004). 

If the prior act is' too remote in time, it loses its probative value. See State 

v. Sargent, 40 Wn. App. 340, 352, 698 P.2d 598 (1985). 

The journal entry admitted in this case was made in 2004, but 

Powell was charged with possessing depictions of minors in 2011. With 

seven years elapsed, the journal entry •vas too remote in time to shed light 

on Powell's intent in the current offense. Even if the relevant time is 

when the depictions were created, that was still two or three years after 

journal entry was made. The only purpose of this evidence was to show 

that Powell is the type of person who takes photos for self-stimulation and 

was therefore more likely to have done so in this instance, making him 
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guilty ofthe charged offense. This propensity inference is impermissible, 

and the trial court erred in admitting the evidence. 

Evidentiary error is prejudicial if, within reasonable probabilities, 

the error materially affected the outcome of the trial. State v. Neal, 144 

Wn.2d 600, 611, 30 P.3d 1255 (2001). Improper admission of evidence 

constitutes harmless error only ''if the evidence is of minor significance in 

reference to the evidence as a whole." Id. As 'defense counsel pointed 

out, there were unanswered questions regarding how the images in 

question were created, or by whom, or for whose purpose. Without the 

forbidden propensity inference raised by admission of Powell's journal 

entry, there is a reasonable probability the jury would not have found 

Powell guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. His conviction must be 

reversed. 

D. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons addressed above, Powell's conviction must be 

reversed and the case remanded for a new tria!. 

DATED February 1, 2016. 

CATHERINE E. GLINSKI 
WSBA No. 20260 ' 
Attorney for Appellant 
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memorandum? I didn't count them. 

MR. BLINN: Yes. 

THE COURT: So you, I assume, already have a 

fairly good idea of what these are, Mr. Currie. 

MR. CURRIE: We have a fairly good idea of 

all the images related to the charged counts. What we 

don't have yet is a good idea about some of the other 

related images that the State is intending to admit for 

other purposes. What we have only, other than that, is 

a description of all the files, so some of them might 

be, but we need to know which ones. 

THE COURT: Can the attorneys then get 

together sometime before Sanders testifies? 

MR. BLINN: Yes. 

THE COURT: They don't have to prepare for 

200 photos if you've only got photos, 40, for example. 

MR. BLINN: Yes. 

THE COURT: I understand the issues, I think, 

and we'll reserve on the specific photos or clips at 

issue here until we have a chance to review them 

outside the jury's presence. I agree there should be 

some limits. I agree some are probably admissible. 

MR. CURRIE: Your Honor, we are also moving 

to exclude journal entries. The State, in its 

memorandum, refers to that on page 10 when they start 

State of Washington vs. Steven C. Powell 
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talking about journal entries, and my brief starts 

talking about that on page 6. 

Your Honor, the. State has identified, I believe, 

sections of journal entries allegedly written by 

Mr. Steven Powell that starts at the very bottom of 

page 10 that they are written there's three of them 

from 2003, four from 2004, and one from 2010. 

The defense is asking the Court to not admit these 

journal entries. To begin with, these journal entries, 

although they're short passages the State has removed 

here, sort of suggests what the journal entries might 

be about. That doesn't give you the full picture of 

them. We have tens of thousands of pages of journal 

entries by Mr. Steven Powell over a long period of 

' time, and several -- sometimes several a week, 

sometimes several a month. It's a thick stack .. It's 

lots of data. 

We've gone through that, and I've looked at each 

one of these journal entries. The journal entries 

appear to be about Susan Powell. They talk about 

Mr. Powell's feelings about Susan Powell. A few of 

them discusses Mr. Powell, his desires, looking at 

photos that he has of Susan Powell and ·various things 

of that nature, but none of these journal entries were 

written during the time periods alleged in our counts 

State of Washington vs. Steven C. Powell 42 
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here. None of them discuss any of the images that are 

the subject of the charges in our counts here. None of 

them discuss images of this nature. None of them refer 

to images of underage women in various acts. They all 

they're all talking about Susan Powell. 

One of them mentioned something about, I like to 

look at pictures of all ages, when doing various acts, 

and I find that -- and then have some sexual 

gratification from that. However, that is in the 

middle of paragraphs all discussing Susan Powell. 

There's also paragraphs talking about the fact that he 

doesn't like certain images because they don't look 

adult enough, that various characteristics don't look 

adult enough. He's talking become commercial porn. 

These are all journals discussing Susan Powell, 

so, obviously, that makes them far less relevant as to 

questions we have here about these counts and these 

images. But the very fact that they are about Susan 

Powell, his daughter-in-law, makes them far more 

prejudicial. 

When you apply that balancing test that's required 

to these images -- we're talking, obviously, this case 

is Steven Powell's case; it's not Susan Powell's case, 

but we've already heard from some of our jurors that I 

think they will have opinions about this case that have 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PIERCE COUNTY 

COMPLAINT FOR SEARCH WARRANT 

STATE OF WASHINGTON 

COUNTY OF PIERCE 

(Evidence} 

} 
) ss: 
} 

NO. ____________ _ 

COMES NOW Detective Gary Sanders, Pierce County Sheri.trs Department, 
being first duly sworn, under oath, deposes and says: 

That, on or about the 6th day of December, 2009 in West Valley, Utah, felonies, 
to-wit: Murder in tbe Ftnt Degree, a violation ofR.C.W. 9A.32..030, Kidnapping, a 
violation of R.C. W. 9A40.02.0, and Obstructing a PubUe Servant, a violation of 
R.C.W. 9A 76.02.0, were committed by the act, procurement or omission of another, that 
the following evidence, to-wit: 

1. Journals belonging to Susan Powell including but not limited to, one journal with 
a gold inlay of a feather pen in a pen holder, one journal with silver inlay lettering 
·~ournal", one black journal with the imprint ·~oumal", one maroon journal with 
gold inlay lettering ·~oumal", one green hardback journal, one pink hardback 
journal, and one black hardbackjoumal, also any and all electronic and or digital 
copies of Susan Powell's journals. 

2. Digital media to include but not limited to laptop computers, traditiona1 tower 
desk top computers, any type of device that could store digital media such as · 
electronic and or digital copies of Susan Powell's journals. 

3. Images and or paper(s) written or typed that contain or reference password 
information to access password protected and or encrypted digital media. .Arty and 
all tokens that would contain passwords and or encrypted permissions to access 
computers and or digital files. 

4. Any other fruits or instrumentalities determined to be evidence of the crimes of, 
aggravated kidnapping, homicide, and obstruction of justice of justice. 

5. Photographs and videotape of the interior and exterior of the home, garage, any 
other structures located on the property, and any evidence found; 

6. Any trace evidence to include, but not limited to, blood, hair, fingerprints, and 
fibers; 

7. Documents demonstrating dominion and control. 
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is material to the investigation or prosecution of the above described felony for the 
following reasons: 

1. Journals belonging to Susan Powell would illustrate Susan Powell's first band 
perspective of the relationship with Joshua Powell and what was transpiring in her 
life prior to her disappearance. 

2. Digital media could contain evidence related to Susan Powell's disappearance. 

3. Images and or paper written or typed that contain or reference password 
information to access password protected or encrypted digital media would allow 
investigators to access computers and digital files to search for evidence. 

4. Any items determined to be evidence of the crimes listed would enable 
investigators to successfully complete the investigation. 

5. Photographs and videotape would show the listed residence and evidence at the 
time of the service of this warrant. 

6. Trace evidence would tie the victim to the suspect(s). 

7. Documents showing dominion and control would demonstrate who resides and I 
or had access to the residence. 

that the affiant verily believes that the above evidence is concealed in or about a 
particular house or place, to-wit: 

A two story, tan with white trim, wood framed, single family dwelling on the comer of 
186th and 94111 Ct. E. The front door, driveway and white double car garage face west. The 
residence is addressed as 18615 94TH Avenue Court East with the numbers 18615 affixed 
to the exterior of the residence. 

A 2005 light blue Chrysler Town and Country Minivan License #597ZSY with the VIN 
of 2C4GP54L2SR179988 registered to Joshua Powell 

A 2005 green Dodge Caravan License #904TIA with the VlN of2D4GP44L7SR297440 
registered to Steven Powell. 

A 2005 blue Dodge Caravan License #22369B with the VIN of 2D4GP24RX5Rl 09399 
registered to Steven Powell's employer, Washington State Department of Corrections. 

A 2001 Dodge Caravan License #18017E with the VIN of 2B4GP44331R334520 
registered to Steven Powell's employer, Correctional Industries. 

that the affiant's beliefis based upon the following facts and circumstances: 



Your Affiant was assigned to assist the West Valley Police Department, Utah, reference 
an aggravated kidnapping, homicide, obstruction of justice that occurred in their 
jurisdiction. Detective Ellis Maxwell the lead detective advised that their person of 
interest, Joshua Powell, in the aggravated kidnapping and homicide of Susan Powell is 
currently has been since January 2010 living in Pierce County with his father, Steven 
Powell, which both have obstructed in this investigation. Detective Maxwell requested 
assistance with obtaining a search wmant for the residence of Joshua Powell and Steven 
Powell. 

The probable cause prior to Pierce County Sheriff Department's involvement in the 
investigation was relayed to me by Detective Maxwell and is as follows: 

Yom Affiant advises the court that on December 07,2009, victim Susan Powell (date of 
birth, October 16, 1981), was reported as missing by her Mother-in-law Terrica Powell 
Susan Powell was last seen on Sunday, December 06, 2009; at 5:00PM by family friend 
Jovanna Owings who was visiting Susan Powell at the Powell residence located at 6254 
West 3945 South, West Valley City, Utah. Detective Maxwell conducted an interview 
with Jovanna Owings and learned that Susan Powell became tired after eating a meal that 
was prepared by her husband, Joshua Powell and Susan went to bed leaving Jovanna 
Owings to attend to some tangled yam while Joshua Powell was preparing to take Susan 
and Joshua Powell's two small children sleddins. Susan Powell did not show up for work 
on, Monday, December 07, 2009. Neither, Susan Powell nor Joshua Powell called in sick 
to their employers. Susan Powell and Joshua Powell's phone records were subpoenaed 
and revealed the following information, the last phone call made or received on Susan 
Powell's mobile phone was at 2:29PM on December 06,2009 when she called Jovanna 
Owings. Joshua Powell's mobile phone records revealed that he last used his mobile 
phone on December 06, 2009 at 12:14 PM when he called his father, Steven Powell. 

Joshua Powell's next mobile phone activity was not until December 07, 2009 at 3:02PM 
when he received a phone call from Jovanna's son's mobile phone, Alex Owings. When 
Joshua Powell answered the phone Alex Owings panicked disconnected the phone and 
immediately advised his mother, Jovanna Owings that Joshua Powell had just answered 
his mobile phone. JoviDDil Owings called Joshua Powell bact at 3:03PM and spoke to 
Joshua Powell. Joshua Powell told her that he was out driving around the West Valley 
City area with his two children and did not know that his wife had not shown up for 
work, however the Powell's have only one car and he usually drives Susan Powell to 
work and picks her up from work according to interviews with friends and family. Based 
from subpoena information Joshua Powell's mobile phone utilized cellular towers in 
West Valley City, Utah when he spoke to Jovanna Owings. Joshua Powell then drove 
nearly 20 miles south out ofWest Valley City, Utah where he called his voiccmail at 3:34 
PM. Joshua Powell then called Susan Powell's mobile phone at 3:34PM leaving a voice 
message indicating that he and their two boys had just arrived in town from their camping 
trip. Joshua Powell ends this voice message asking Susan Powell if she will need a ride 
home :from work. Jennifer Graves, (sister to Joshua Powell), called Joshua Powell at 5:27 
PM and asked him where he had been. Joshua Powell responded saying he was at work. 
When Jennifer Graves told Joshua Powell she knew he was lying. Joshua Powell then 
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changed his story telling her that he was camping. Jennifer Graves told Joshua Powell 
that he needed to return home that the police were there and that Susan Powell was 
missing. Joshua Powell asked her, how much she knew, Jennifer Graves didn't 
understand why Joshua Powell asked this question and Joshua Powell disconnected. 
Detective Maxwell was able to establish phone contact with Joshua Powell by using 
Jennifer Graves mobile phone at 5:48 PM. Detective Maxwell told Joshua Powell to 
return home, Joshua Powell advised he had to stop and get his children something to eat 
first. Detective Maxwell informed your Affiant that Joshua Powell didn't arrive at the 
residence unti16:40 PM. 

When Joshua Powell arrived at the residence Detective Maxwell approached Joshua 
Powell on the passenger side of Joshua Powell's vehicle while Joshua Powell was still in 
his vehicle. Detective Maxwell asked Joshua Powell why he didn't answer his mobile 
phone or call anyone earlier in the day. Joshua Powell told Detective Maxwell that he had 
to keep his mobile phone off to preserve the battery that he didn't have a phone charger. 
Detective Maxwell clearly saw Joshua Powell's mobile phone sitting on the center consul 
plugged into a cigarette lighter phone charger. 

Detective Maxwell later interviewed Joshua Powell at the police station on December 07, 
2009. Detective Maxwell informed yolD' Affiant that Joshua Powell advised in the 
interview he had went camping out in the west desert which is west of the Cedar Fort 
area in Tooele County with his two children ages two and four. Joshua Powell advised be 
left to go camping on Monday, December 07, 2009 at 12:30 AM. leaving behind Susan 
Powell. Joshua Powell advised he went camping to check his new generator and that be 
actually thought that is was Sunday and not Monday. Due to his confusion he missed 
work and be believed he would be fired that's why he never called into his employer. 
Joshua Powell advised he did not know where his wife, Susan Powell was and did not 
appear to be concerned about her welfare only offering to detectives that she should be at 
work. 

After the interview, Joshua Powell provided consent to search his vehicle and residence. 
During the search of the vehicle a generator. blankets, a gas can, tarps and a shovel were 
located. Susan Powell's cellular phone was located in the center front console in the off 
position. Joshua Powell voluntarily gave Detective Maxwell, Susan Powell's cellular 
phone, however we later discovered it was missing the digital sim card. Joshua Powell 
did not have an answer as to why Susan Powell's cellular phone was in the vehicle. 
During the search of the residence, two fans were set up and blowing onto the living 
room sofa that appeared to have just been cleaned. Joshua Powell advised Detective 
Maxwell during the interview that he cleaned the sofa on Sunday, December 06, 2009 
prior to leaving on his camping trip because Susan told him to. Also, during the search of 
the residence Susan's purse containing all of her credit cards, cash, identification. and 
keys was located in the master bedroom undisturbed. 

Detective Maxwell was briefed by Detective Larry Marx who spoke with Scott Hardman, 
who stated Joshua Powell once made comments about how to kill someone, dispose of 
the body and not get caught. Sev~ family members and friends were interviewed 
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regarding Susan Powell's disappearance. It was explained, that Susan Powell and Joshua 
Powell have had marital problems, financial problems and that Susan Powell had made 
comments about divorcing Joshua Powell. Amber Hardman, Kiirsi Hellewell, Jovanna 
Owings, Charles Cox, Debra Caldwell, JCDDifer Graves, Terrica Powell, several other 
family, friends and co-workers expressed this was unusual and uncharacteristic of Susan 
adding that she would have never left without her cbildrcn. Information was also received 
during this investigation that Josh Powell was the beneficiary of several life insurance 
policies totaling one and a half million dollars on Susan Powell. 

Detective Larry Marx recovered information from a safe deposit box at Wells Fargo 
Bank located at 5580 West Amelia Earhart Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah. Detective 
Maxwell reviewed and inspected these items. Safe deposit records indicated that Susan 
opened this safe deposit box and bad only accessed it two times. There were DO other 
authorized persons with access to this. Inside this safe deposit box was a folded letter, 
stapled around the edges addressed to her family and friends specifically asking that it not 
be shovm or given to her husband Joshua Powell, writing that she did not trust him. This 
letter is dated June 28, 2008, addressed as being written by Susan Powell, signed with a 
signature which appears similar to the signature on Susan Powell's Utah State driver's 
license nwnber, 172504259, and the signature on the safe deposit box form. The letter is 
titled, "Last will & testament for Susan Powell". This is band written and Susan Powell 
writes how she. docs not trust her husband and that he bas threatened to destroy her if they 
get divorced and her children will not have a mother and father. The letter states that 
Susan Powell and her husband Joshua Powell have been having marital problems for the 
past four years and if something were to happen to her, she requests the reader to speak 
with her sister-n-law Jennifer Graves. Also, stated in the letter is a statement about, if 
Susan Powell dies it may not be an accident, even if it looks like one. 

Detective Larry Marx spoke to Amber Hardman; she stated while attending an employee 
party for Wells Fargo with her husband and other co-workers, along with Joshua and 
Susan Powell; Joshua Powell talked about how he liked to go camping in the west desert 
of Utah and the area is full of mine shafts, tmmels that are very unstable so you could 

. dispose of someone and DO one would ever search for the body. 

Detective Maxwell conducted a second interview with Joshua Powell on December 08, 
2009. Joshua Powell mived nearly four hours late past the scheduled appointment. 
Joshua Powell offered the same information as he did in the first interview. Joshua 
Powell never asked about Susan Powell or what the police were doing to locate her. 
Joshua Powell later requested an attomey aod refused to answer any further questions. 
Joshua Powell requested to leave tbc police station which he was allowed. Joshua Powell 
vohmtarily gave Detective Maxwell his cellular phone for fonmsic micw, but prior to 
providing his phone he removed the digital sim card without c:lctectives knowing. During 
the course of this interview assisting detectives conducted a search of the Powell's 
residence accompanied with a search warrant. Blood evidence was located on the tile 
floor next to the carpet adjacent to the sofa. Fonmsic tests of this blood indicated it was 
Susan Powell's. A search warrant was conducted on Joshua Powell's vehicle during tbis 
interview and was later completed after Joshua Powell chose to leave the interview. 



Initially Joshua Powell was waiting around the police lobby area for his vehicle. When I 
retumed from completing the search of his vehicle Joshua Powell had left the police 
station. Later that week after receiving subpoenaed mobile phone records, speaking with 
Tenica Powell, and examining a rental car that Joshua Powell had rented on December 
08, 2009. It was discovered that Joshua Powell left the police station and had rented a 
Ford Focus from Hertz Rental car at the Salt Lake International Airport on December 08, 
2009 at about 10:30 PM. Joshua Powell purchased a new mobile phone which was 
activated in Tremonton, Utah 80 miles north of Salt Lake City, Utah, on December 09, 
2009 at about 4:20PM. The rental car was returned by Joshua Powell on December 10, 
2009 at about 7:00PM. It was verified that Joshua Powell had traveled over 800 miles. 

Since this interview Joshua Powell has not been willing to communicate with police 
further. Detective Maxwell had to obtain a search warrant to obtain Joshua Powell's 
DNA even at that time Joshua Powell's attorney wouldn't allow Joshua Powell to answer 
simple questions regarding Susan Powell. 

During the course of this investigation Detective Maxwell and other detectives of the 
West Valley City Police Department have made contact and spoke with over 300 people, 
including neighbors, co-workers, family, friends, acquaintances, sex offenders, parolees, 
prior co-workers and church members. Several subpoenas and search warrants have been 
prepared and served to obtain evidence and personal information on Joshua Powell, 
Steven Powell, and Susan Powell. Credit reports have been obtained and credit card 
companies have been served subpoenas for their records. Digital data from hard drives 
and computers have been reviewed and there is over one terabytes of information that is 
encrypted preventing law enforcement additional access. Detective Maxwell asked 
Joshua Powell for the passwords through his attorney, although Joshua Powell stated he 
couldn't remember them. Areas of the west desert have been searched with no evidence 
or sign of Susan Powell. Forensic evidence has been processed by the Utah State Crime 
Laboratory. 

On December 14, 2009, seven days after Susan Powell was reported as missing. Joshua 
Powell contacted the day care provider advising the children would not be coming back 
and she probably will not ever see them again. Joshua Powell contacted Susan Powell's 
chiropractor, by phone, on December 15, 2009, advising the office to cancel all of Susan 
Powell's future appointment. Joshua Powell provided a power of attorney to Wells Fargo 
Bank withdrawing Susan Powell's IRA accounts on December 17, 2009. 

Joshua Powell has continually refused to communicate with police and retained an 
attorney. Joshua Powell left Utah on December 19, 2009 and spent about two weeks in 
Pierce County, Washington. Joshua Powell returned to Utah the weekend of January 08, 
2010 with a moving van. Joshua Powell packed the contents ofhis home into the moving 
van and moved to the address of 18615 94th Avenue Court E, Puyallup, Washington, 
where he currently resides with his father, Steven Powell. 

A forensic interview was conducted with C.P. the son to Joshua and Susan Powell on 
December 8, 2009 by Detective Kim Waelty of the West Valley City Police Department, 
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Utah; C.P. advised during this forensic interview that his mommy went camping with 
them although she did not come back home with them and he did not know why. Several 
weeks later, January 3, 2009, C.P. was attending church in Puyallup WA. During primary 
class the teacher told C.P. she was going to have to go get his mom or dad due to him 
misbehaving; C.P. stated with no emotion and with no hesitation, "my mom is dead". An 
interview of the Sunday school teacher, Crystal Lewis (date of birth, 11-17-82), was 
conducted in Puyallup, Washington, on January 13, 2009; Cryata1 Lewis confirmed the 
statement made by C.P. and explained that at the time of the statement made by C.P. she 
did not know he was the son of Susan and Joshua Powell. Since traveling to Puyallup 
Washington, December 19 2009, the children of Susan and Joshua Powell have not 
returned to, or been available for contact for further interviews in the State of Utah. 

On May 11, 2010, a second consent search of Steven and Joshua Powell's residence was 
conducted which involved multiple detectives from West Valley City, FBI SA Gary 
France, and Deputy USM Derryl Spencer. With consent from Steven Powell, FBI SA 
Gary France located in a locked cabinet in Steven Powell's bedroom multiple images of 
Susan Powell. Some images Susan Powell was clothed some she was in her underwear. 
SA France described one image of Susan Powell in a bathroom doing her hair while 
dressed only in her underwear. Based off of the photograph it appeared the photographer 
was taking this picture through the slightly opened door without Susan Powell knowing. 
Another image was that of Susan Powell while she was sitting at a table wearing a dress. 
Based off of the image the photographer photographed Susan Powell while she was 
looking away from the camera. The image show's Susan Powell's legs slightly open 
exposing her underwear. SA France saw several images of completely nude female 
bodies with the original heads replaced with the face of Susan Powell. There were 
photographs of Steven Powell masturbating to an image of Susan Powell on a television 
screen. SA France explained there were close up photographs which showed a close up 
view of a masturbating erect male penis to images of Susan Powell. Also inside this 
locked cabinet there were video cassette tapes labeled "Susan" and women's underwear. 
When SA France asked Steven Powell bow he obtained these images of Susan Powell, 
Steven replied that. he took some of the photographs himself and he also took copies off 
of Joshua Powell's computer without him knowing. 

Steven Powell has been interviewed multiple times by law enforcement to include the 
West Valley City Police, FBI, and the USM. In all interviews Steven Powell described 
his love and his infatuation for Susan Powell. 

Your Affiant was told by Detective Maxwell, that assisting detectives recovered a journal 
belonging to Susan Powell from her place of emplo~ent, Wells Fargo, in December 
2009. Detective Maxwell reviewed this journal and advised your Affiant of the following 
information. Susan Powell dated the first page of this journal as being January 03, 2002. 
Susan Powell writes about how she has written in personal joumala since she was eight 
years old and that these journals are packed away. Susan articulates when she was 19 
years of age she was engaged to Joshua Powell. This journal also contains writings from 
Susan Powell descn'bing marital discord between her and Joshua Powell from 2005 
through and to her last entry on October 26, 2009. Susan Powell writes about Steven 
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Powell in this journal starting in December 2002 to 2007, describing him as a negative 
influence on Joshua Powell. pedophile, and how hard it is for her to forgive Steven 
Powell for what has said. Susan states how she does not want Steven Powell involved in 
her life, her children's life, and how she wishes Joshua Powell would e1iminatc Steven 
Powell from his life. 

Detective Maxwell advised your Affiant that Joshua and Steven Powell openly admitted 
in 2010 to media and friends that they had in their possession seven to nine journals 
which belonged to Susan Powell. Your Affiant was informed by Detective Maxwell that 
on November 16, 2010, Lieutenant William Mcnitt of the West Valley City Police 
Department and Deputy USM Spencer made contact with Joshua and Steven Powell at 
their residence in Puyallup, Washington. Joshua and Steven Powell admitted they did in 
fact have in their possession several of Susan Powell's journals. The investigators 
requested the originals and or a copy of these journals belonging to Susan Powell to 
further assist in the investigation of the missing mother, Susan Powell. Joshua and Steven 
Powell agreed to release only a copy of the journals and under the condition that they 
receive the most recent journal of Susan Powell's that was currently possessed by the 
West Valley City Police Department. :Utah. Subsequent to this meeting, Steven Powell 
called Deputy USM Spencer and advised he and Joshua Powell were no longer interested 
in releasing any journals and they were not going to cooperate any longer. 

Your Affiant was advised by Detective Maxwell that Joshua Powell manages a web site 
named, susanpowell.org. Joshua Powell and or Steven Powell posted on this web site, six 
scanned images that appear to be hand writing entries into Susan Powell's joumaJ.(s). 
Joshua or Steven Powell titles this section of the website, ''Letter to Susan written 
directly into her journal". There is another title that Joshua or Steven Powell provides, 
''Links to view the full letter''. The link is labeled, '7yped Transcript: August 03, 1999 
Brittainy writes about Judy Cox's abuse as it is happening". Joshua or Steven Powell 
provides a scanned copy of the journal entry followed with a typed transcript after each 
scanned copy. This scanned journal copy was added to the susanpowell.org website on 
about December 07, 2010. Within days of this posting on the web site Detective 
Maxwell contacted Brittainy Cornett and verified this was in fact her writing into one of 
Susan Powell's journals. Brittainy confirmed that Susan Powell consistently wrote in 
journals and on this particular day Brittainy Cornett wrote this letter to Susan Powell in 
Susan Powell's journal. Based off of your Affiant's tralning and experience a person 
must use a scllllller and or a camera to capture a image or document. This image or 
document is typically saved and stored on a computer and or another source of digital 
media storage device such as a flash drives and or a external hard drives. Once this image 
is saved and stored it can be introduced through links and or shared with other persons. 

Detective Maxwell described to your Affiant that on July 14, 2011, Joshua Powell and 
Steven Powell appeared on the NBC Today Show. The following facts were broadcasted 
on national television. Joshua and Steven Powell admitted to possessing 2000 pages of 
journal entries belonging to Susan Powell. While the reporter was interviewing and 
recording Steven Powell, in the background was an opened and operating lap top 
computer. Steven and Joshua Powell allowed the reporter/cameraman to record the 
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journals they currently possess. Detective Maxwell descn'bed the following seven 
journals; one jownal with a gold inlay of a feather pen in a pen holder, one journal with 
silver inlay lettering 'Soumal'', one black journal with the imprint "journal", one maroon 
journal with gold inlay lettering 'journal", one green hardback journal, one pink hardback 
journal, and one black hardback journal. The reporter/cameraman was also allowed to 
record the content ofthescjoumal{s). Pages 148 and 149, dated Wed. Dec. 10,97 in blue 
writing and Fri. Dec. 12, 97 in blue writing. Detective Maxwell· recognized this 
handwriting to be that of Susan Powell's based off of reviewing hundreds of pages. of 
writings by Susan Powell. Detective Maxwell contacted Jennifer Graves, the sister to 
Joshua Powell and was recently in the residence in 2010. Jennifer Graves verified a 
segment of the interview with Steven Powell was conducted in the dining room of Steven 
Powell's residence. 

Steven Powell·has announced to the media the importance of these journals to the 
investigation because Susan Powell describes her relationships with males prior to Joshua 
Powell; her sexually fantasies, and it shows how unstable Susan Powell really is. Steven 
Powell also announced that he and Joshua Powell plan on sharing/releasing more journal 
entries in the coming weeks using the susanpowell.org website. Your Affiant believes 
based off of Joshua and Steven Powell's actions in December of 2010 displaying scanned 
images of Susan Powell'sjoumal entries. The statement that they plan on releasing more 
journal entries leads your Affiant to believe that they have, and are in the act o:( or will 
be scanning and digitally storing additional copies of Susan Powell's journals on their 
computers and or digital media devices such as extema1 hard drives and or flash drives in 
addition to what they already have, the six pages from 1999 .. 

Due to the fact these journals are evidence and could provide further intelligence and or 
investigative leads. These joumals must be recovered. With the lack of cooperation and 
criminally obstructive behavior from Steven and Joshua Powell refusing to provide the 
journals to law enforcement in November 2010, a search warrant must be executed to 
recover this evidence and in addition, any and all digital copies that would be stored on 
Joshua Powell's computcr(s) or digital storage devices, Steven Powell's computer(s) or 
digital storage devices, and any other computer(s) or digital storage devices that Joshua 
and Steven Powell would have access to in any common part of the residence. Obtaining 
this evidence would provide further leads furthermore it would preserve and safeguard 
the ongoing investigation. 

Detective Maxwell has learned through this investigation while working with multiple 
agencies such as the FBI, Secret Service, and private films that individuals will use what 
they call "tokens". This ''token" must be introduced to the computer or lap top device in 
order to access encrypted files, folders, or even the computer/lap top it's self. Detective 
Maxwell also knows through· training and experience that individuals that encrypt and or 
password protect digital media most often write these characters down on a piece of 
paper or type and print these characters for future reference. As mentioned earlier in this 
affidavit, Joshua Powell had over one terabyte of digital storage that was encrypted 
preventing law enforcement from further review of the seized evidence that was taken 
from the Powell's residence in December 2009, in West Valley City, Utah. 



Detective Maxwell advised your Affiant of all the above information and requests the 
court issue a search warrant allowing members of the Pierce County Sheriff's office and 
the West Valley City Police Department, Utah, to search the residence of Steven and 
Joshua Powell for evidence related to this investigation. Your affiant also requests the 
court issue a search warrant allowing members of the Pierce County Sheriff's Office and 
the West Valley City Police Department, Utah, to search the listed vehicles for evidence 
related to this investigation. The vehicles listed arc owned by Joshua Powell and Steven 
Powell or arc the assigned vehicles that Steven Powell uses for employment. 

Your Affiant has assisted Detective Maxwell and other detectives of the West Valley 
City Police Department, Utah since their first visit to Puyallup, Washington in December 
2009. Your Affiant has assisted in coordinating and conducting interviews with Steven 
Powell, C.P. (Susan Powell's son}, coordinating and carrying out consent search of 
Steven Powell's residence, submitting to the courts mobile tracking orders, and search 
warrants. 

Your Affiant strongly believes the recovery of any and all information and or property 
belonging to or associated to Susan Powell is critical in the continued investigation of 
Susan Powell's disappearance. This additional evidence could lead to additional 
responsible parties and or eliminate persons of interest. In addition the recovery of this 
evidence could solve the disappearance of Susan Powell and or lead investigators to 
specific location where Susan Powell could be recovered. Your Affiant requests tbat all 
evidence recovered from the execution of this search wammt to be released from Pierce 
County Sheriff's Department to the authorities of the West Valley City Police 
Department, Utah, for their prosecution in the Third District Courts 

Detective Maxwell requests this court order to be sealed as all the Third District Court 
issued documents arc scaled to preserve the integrity of the investigation until any filing 
of charges so that it does not hinder further investigation. 

The affiant believes that the above listed items of evidence may be concealed 
and/or located on the premise described as the location of the intended search. 

The affiant teamed the above facts through examination of the crime scene, 
interviewing witnesses, and the cxamjnation and comparison of other officer's notes and 
findings regarding this investigation. / J .L 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PIERCE COUNTY 

STATE OF WASHINGTON 

COUNTY OF PIERCE 

SEARCH WARRANT 
(Evldmce) 

) 
) 11: 
) 

NO. ______ _ 

THE STATE OF WASHINGTON TO THE SHERIFF OR ANY PEACE OFFICER 
OF SAID COUNTY: 

WHEREAS, Detective Gary Sanders, Pierce County Shcrift"s Department has 
this day made complaint on oath to the undersigned. one of the judges of the above 
entitled court in and for said county, that on or about the 6111 day of December, 2009 in 
West Valley, Utah, felonies, to-wit: Murder JD tbe Flnt Degree, a vloladoa ofR.C.W. 
9A.3l.030, Kldaapplng R.C. W. 9A.40.l0, and Obstructlna a Pub He Servant R.C. W. 
9A. 76.0%0, were committed by the act, procurement or omission of another and that the 
following evidence, to-wit: 

1. Journals belonging to Susan Powell including but not limited to, one journal with 
a gold inlay of a feather pen in a pen holder, one journal with silver inlay lettering 
·~oumal", one black journal with the imprint ,oumal", one maroon journal with 
gold inlay lettering ·~ournal'', one sreen hardbaclcjournal, one pink hardback 
journal, and one black hardback journal, also any and all electronic and or digita1 
copies of Susan Powell's journals. 

2. Digital media to include but not limited to laptop computers, traditional tower 
desk top computers, any type of device that could store digital media such as 
electronic and or digital copies of Susan Powell's journals. 

3. Images and or paper(s) Written or typed that contain or reference password 
information to access password protected and or encrypted digital media. Any and 
all tokens that would contain passwords and or encrypted permissions to access 
computers and or digital files. 

4. Any other fruits or instrumentalities determined to be evidence of the crimes of, 
aggravated kidnappin~ homicide, and obstruction of justice of justice. 

S. Photographs and video tape of the interior and exterior of the home, garage, and 
any other structures located on the property, and any evidence found; 

6. Documents demonstrating dominion and control; 



7. Any trace evidence to include, but not limited to, blood, hair, fingerprints, and. 
fibers; 

is material to the investigation or prosecution of the above descn'bed felony and that the 
said Detective Sanden verily believes said evidence is concealed in or about a particular 
house, person, place or thing; to-wit: 

A two story, tan with white trim, wood framed, single family dwelling on the comer of 
186th and 94th Ct. E. The front door, driveway and white double car garage face west. The 
residence is addressed as 18615 94TH Avenue Court East with the numbers 18615 affixed 
to the exterior of the residence. 

A 2005 light blue Chrysler Town and Country Minivan License #597ZSY with the YIN 
of2C4GP54L25R179988 registered to Joshua Powell. 

A 2005 green Dodge Caravan License #904TIA with the YIN of2D4GP44L75R297440 
registered to Steven Powell. 

A 2005 blue Dodge Caravan License #22369E with the VIN of 2D4GP24RXSR1 09399 
registered to Steven Powell's employer, Washington State Department ofCoiTCCtions. 

A 2001 Dodge Caravan License #18017E with the YIN of 2B4GP44331R334520 
registered to Steven Powell's employer, Correctional Industries. 

THEREFORE, in the name of the State ofWashington, you are commanded that 
within ten days from this date, with necessary and proper assistance, you enter into and/or 
search the said house, person, place or thing, to-wit: 

A two story, tan with white trim, wood framed, single family dwelling on the comer of 
1861h and 94th Ct. E. The front door, driveway and white double car garage face west. The 
residence is addressed as 18615 94TH Avenue Court East with the numbers 18615 affixed 
to the exterior of the residence. 

A 2005 light blue Chrysler Town and Country Minivan License #597ZSY with the YIN 
of2C4GP54L25R179988. 

A 2005 green Dodge Caravan License #904TIA with the YIN of2D4GP44L75R297440. 

A 2005 blue Dodge Caravan License #22369E with the VIN of2D4GP24RXSR109399. 

A 2001 Dodge Caravan License #18017E with the YIN of2B4GP44331R334520. 

:' J '1./ 'I r .....-r· 



and then and there diligently search for said evidence, and any other. and if same. or 
evidence material to the investigation or prosecution of said felony or any part thereof. be J ! 
found on such ~earch. bring the same fotthwith bt:f~ me, to be disposed of accordin~g : 

A copy of this warrant shall be served upon the person or persons found in or on . ; 
law./fJ/ \leMt-1-ts ~ be. rttwfNecl• n> rP!";Jff;re.J owlol9r:f ~ IJit \ . 

said house or place. a copy of Ibis wamnt aball be posted upon my conapicuous plaee in C, t'~ I>, ~ 1 

or on said house. place, or thing. and a copy of this warrant and inventory shall be SA'""" ~ ; 
returned to the undersigned judge or his agent promptly after execution. 1 /'"'f-11 i 

GIVENUNDERMYHAND tbi~dayof lr Ctt~p~1 ~ 
l 

fl· (3 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PIERCE 

STATEOFWASHINGTON ) 
) 

COUNTY OF PIERCE ) 

No. 
AFFIDAVIT FOR 
ORDER TO SEAL 

COMES NOW DETECTIVE GARY SANDERS #230 (affiant), who being first duly sworn 
on oath complains and says: that on or about December 6, 2009 in West Valley, Utah, 
felonies, to wit: MURDERR.C.W. 9A.32.030, KldDappiD& R.C.W.9A.40.020, aud 
Obstructing a Public Servut R.C. W. 9A. 76.020 were committed by the act, procurement 
or omission of another, and that the sealing of following documents, to wit 

1) AFFIDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARRANT 
2) SEARCH WARRANT 

. . 
is necessary to the investigation of the above-described felony for the following reasons. 

PROBABLE CAUSE TO SEAL 

The affidavit in this matter involves a high-profile investigation in which evidence is still 
being developed. The premature disclosure of this information could hinder any further 
investigation and damage the poSSlbility of prosecution of the suspect. Therefore the 
affiant believes that the successful conclusion of this investigation could be hampered, 
should the order and affidavit, inco1p0rated here by this reference, not be sealed by the 
court in the file. 

Due to the above information your affiant requests that the Complaint for Search Warrant 
and the Search Warrant be sealed in the court file and the file not be opened, except upon the 
order of the above-entitled court. 

~ _;~() 

~ day of, Augus~ 20ll. 

~~~~~~~~o~r~o~ 
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State ofWuJIIaatoa 

Couty of Pierce 

Retum of Service 

) 
)u: 
) N~-----------------

Thilll to certify tbat I received tbe within Search Wlrl'lllt on the 25- day of Aupst 
,2011 mel tbat pul'IUIDtto1he command COidliDecl tbcniD, I llllde clue aad dilipot search of the 
persoa, place or thing descn'bed thereiD md found the following itmnl; 

See aU.CW propel'tf nport. 

Description of door or coaspicuous place where a cop)' of Seardl WU'I'IIIIt was posted; 

DbUngleutry room table 

Tho proporty is now kept It the Pierce County Property Room located at tho Couaty City 
BuilctiDg. 

Dated tJdl25tll clay of Aaplt, 2010. 
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'lera County Sherlft"• D.,.rtment (I'C&D) 
!vidence Inventory bport 

UZ37070 

l1bll • 
1 Other • !vidence • White notepad found on headboard or 1 

bid In m~ b!t~raom 
2 Other· Evidence· Dill laptop comi)Ut8r, SN: CN· 1 

OH204Vo4864~·1081 founcl on the I!Ndboerd at bed or 
_ mutertledroom 
3 Other· !vidence· w.o. external hlrd drive, SN: 

WXG0~99U3468 and c.ble found In I'IAdbolrcl or bed In 
muter_b«jraom .. 

1 

4 Other • Evidence • Green sticky note found In NltiOnll 1 
Geogriphlc: magazine found In hudboard or beclln mastar 
bid room 

5 Other • Evidence • HP DasktDp Computllr tower SN: 
USZ138~153 found In northealt far!IIIY. olftce. 

1 

6 Other • Evidence • Thumb drive found on box In mllt8r 1 
bed~ .... 

_, 7 Other • !vidence • White Micron Delktop ·computer tDwer 1 
foUnd on floor 1_n tt:- nlll'ttl~. ~at_ .mater bed~ 

8 Other • !vidence • look containing purple post-It note 
_found on booklhelt In ctllldiW'IIroom (soutttwelt comer 
.bedi"'Offl). 

1 

9 Other • Evidence • Not:l on notapld found on Ida along 1 
eat waiLof m111ttr.lledi'OCim .. . _ 

10 Other • Evidence ·Dell Laptop SN:JPCYXM1 found 1 
,nortflwllt comer~-~ . . . . 

11 Other • l!vldera • Packet of photographs l'oll'ld In 1 
nor:tf:lwut c:omer bed_raom .. 

12 other • l!vtclence • Mlc:rasatt Window's XP Protlalonal CD 1 
found l_n m.~ ~m C!ll set.~. !fOf!S ~_will 

13 Other • Evidence • Dellctop COmputer Tow• found In 
-~allway ~ ~ ~- !" ~ _ 

14 Other • l!vlclence • Desktxlp COmputer Tow.- found In 
!YIIway or1 noc:w:~.!rl ~ 

15 Other • !vidence • DelktDp t:omputw Tow• found In 
hlllwi!Y on noor.ltaCked In ~ .. 

16 Other • Evidence • Delktxlp computer Tower found In 
__ nor~111c11 !lllddle ~ _ . 

1 

1 

1 

1 

17 Other· !vidence· Delktop computer Tower found In north 1 
llde middle bedroom III1W table 

18 -Other ~ i!vidm ~ lJiptop rOund In north side mtddte 1 
·bedroom ... 

19 Other· Evldenc. • Duktop computer tower found In north 1 
,middle ~I'O!Im . _ _ __ . .. .. . _ 

20 Other • !vidence • Misc. awlllopa concalnlng mite. 
comDut.lr CD's found In north middle bedroom 

1 

~ ty: CDe010 • Anderwon, Adlm O.C.: lllt'25/20U 15:12:17 
fl*rwd &y: C06010 ·Anderson, Aam ~: OIIZ51201115:12:17 
Dltlt Pr1rad: 01125/2011 20:32:49 By: C06010 • Anderwon, Adlm 

... wet'-' ... v .. ., 

3 . .ra~~u::~s~~s 

SUbJect: ......... IIC • lurdl 
Wllrftnt/A.-cJ ~ 

Jnddent: Location: 111111 Hth Ac I! 

..,.... DlllltOittlon .. 
ReiHHCI to Other 
~enc:y 
Released to Other 
Agency 

Releued to Other 
Agency 

Released to Other 
Agenc;y 

lleleued to Other 
Agency 

·Reloued to Other 
-~ 

Releued to Other 
·Aoe~ 
ReiiiHd to Other 
Agency 

.Relusld to Other 
~ 
Rllluled to Other .. ~ 
Released to Other 
_Agency 
ReiiiHd to Other 
.Aptt:y 
;Releued to Other 

~ 
RelnHd to Other 

. Mer.!CY 
"ReiOIIId to Other 
·~ 
'ReiMIICito Other 
.:AV":'CY .. 
·Releued to Other 
.Apney_ 
·Lett at Scene 

.. 
E 
g 

file://C:\Program Files\LESA \EnforeerS\112370743 _Inventory ..h1ml 0812S/2011 
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Pierce County Sheriff'• DeplirtiMnt (PCID) 
lvldenCIIIInventiOry R8port 

U21707G 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

....-.By: CDICI10 • Andlnan, A1am Da: 08(2ft'201115:12:17 
l!rarld By: c:oeo1o • Andlrwcln, Adam DM111 01/2!1201115:12:17 
Dlta P'rtrlmd: Cll(%5/2011 zo:s2:4t ly: c:oeaso- And8ncln, Ad~m 

& ... ._ U& J 

~7.!1·~~-=~-s 

sutlja:t:==:J:.;:=. 
Incident LDcatiOI'I: IHSI .... Ac II 

Dlap..atlon 

Relelled tD Other 
~. 
RIIRHd tD Other 
-~ 

'Relellld tD Other 
~ 
Rlll.-ed tD Other 
-~ 
RIIIIIACI tD Other 
~ 
Rlllused tD Other 
~ 
RlleiMd tD Other 
~ 

RIIIRHd tD Other 
Al/lftCY 
ReleiMd tD Other 
~ 
ReltiiHCI tD Other 

~- . 
RIIHHCI tD Other 
Al/r!CY. . 
Rllened tD Other 

. 'AP,q . 
Rlleaed tD Other 
-~ 

ReleiMd tD Other 
Agerrr;y, 
'RIIased tD Other 
~. 
RlleUecl tD Other 
~. 
Rllelled tD Other 
AQ!III'CY 
I'.IIUHd tD Other 

,,t,;m:Y . 
·Related tD Other 
.~ .. ·::=:" tD Other 

.,.., Location 

filc://C:\Program Flles\LBSA\BnforcerS\112370743 _Inventory .html 0812512011 
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Pierce County lherlfr'• Department (PCSD) 
l!vldenc:e lnvwntory Report 

U.2J7074J 

a. 
• 

41 Other· Evidence· VHS tape found In muter bedroom 

Qty 

1 

42 Other • Evidence • Mile VHS tapes from muter bedroom 1 

43 Other • evidence • Post-It note found In book In mister 1 
bedroom 

44 Other • evidence • m1ntU1 folder muter bedi"CCIOII liSt 
llcte_ n~ht ltlnd 

1 

f45 Other • evidence • loiC of photas, mlac. Bmm tapes 1nd 1 
_ ~ dlllcl.founclln miSter bedroom 

46 Ottltr • !vidence • pieces of p1per from notepad found In 1 
IOUtll side bedroom 

_____ ~7 Other· I!Yidenc:e • Hlrd drive from dOHt of northwest 
bedroom 

!48 Other • evidence • H1rd dr1ve from c:lolet of northwest 
bedroom . 

1 

1 

r49 Other - !vidence - 3-rlnQ binder and two ftle folders round 1 
_. In c:loiJet In northwat c:omer bedroom 
50 Other • I!Yidenc:e • mix document doeet In northwest 

corner bedi"CCIOII 
1 

'< 51 Other • !vidence • (Wht-1) Box of joumllllnd mise photo ·1 
I ' .llbllm•. fauJid O!l top. of book. cue In m~ bedroom 

· 52 Other • Evidence • (Wht-Z) Typed leu.r found In Steve's 1 
---;:;r .lodced c:~blnet In muter becfroo1:n 

53 Other • !vidence • (Wht•3) HIIC photo's of 5uAn from 
. ~e'1 .locked .cabin« In mllter. bedroom 

1 

54 Other· !vidence· (Wht-4}mllc:. underdolhlnll end 1 
woman~ hy;lene found In Steve'• locked c:1blnet In muter 
~room_ 

55 Other • Evidence • (Wht-5) MLII!ple nata books from 
maar bed~ 

56 Other· l!vldenc:e - (Wht-6) Plldcof photoltrom Steve'• 
loctc.d c:~blnet In. mntar bedroom 

57 ot1w • ll!vldence • (WI'It•7) written documents from 
, . Steve's locked a.blnet 

__ .::_ iJ8 .Other • l!vldenc:e • (Wht•S) 4- CD'I contlllnlng encryptiOn 
_. ICeytfr!lm ~ In ~nge .. 

1 

1 

1 

59 .Other • l!vldenc:e • (Wht-9) Blue/GI"'IIn winter gloves from 1 
mud room und4r ltlll'l 

60 Other • ll!vldence • (Wht·10) mise:. VHS tapa from Steve's 1 
loc:ked cabinet In muter bedroom 

IWpOitlld ly: coeo1o- Anderlon, Adam o.c.: 08/Z51201115:12:17 
ll!lareCI ty: C06010 • Anderlon, Adam 0..: 08/25/201115:12:17 
Da Prtract: 01125/201120:32:49 ty: CD6010- Anderson, Ad.rn 

r~" Jut J 

.3.r.n~::~~ 

Subj«t· ......... IIC •IHn:ll 
•• ...,..,A8Mcf "--it 

Jnddent Loatton: Ufll t«tt Ac I 

Sel1 ... Dl8pelltlon 

ReiiiHd to Other 
AiJeni:Y. 
Relelsed to Other 
Agency 
Releaed to Other .Ageney 

RIINied to Other 
~ 
ReleiHCI to Other 
Agency 
Releued to Other 
~enc:y 
Rel....cs to other 
A;anc:Y. 
.Reluted to Other 
A;enc;Y 
~UHCI to Other 
~ 
Releuecl to other 
.Agency 
·Releued to Other 
~. 
·~to Other 

~ 
Releaed to Other 
Agency 
~...., to Other 
Agency 

_ReluHd to Other 
AQenc:y . 
ReleaHcl to Other 
~c:y 
Rllleaed to Other 
Agency 
Rateued to Other 
~ 
ReiUHCI to Other 
Agency 
.ReJeued to Other 
Agenc:y 

tilc://C:\Program Filcs\LESA \EnforcerS\112370743 _Inventory .html 08125/2011 
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Pierce County lhetifr'1 DtlfNirtment (PCID) 
lvldHcllnvent:ot r Report 

:&US707a 

--• ~ DeiCI'Iptlon . Qty 

I 1 Other • !VIdenCe • (Wht·11) HP Pavillion Laptop comput81', 1 
SN: CNF804ZGW2 with JIOWII' IUPPIV found In lOUth 
middle '*hom 

/ Z Other·. lvld.nc. • (Wht-12) Mirto Natebook computer 1 
.___. SNi .5.1Q121ft.AAA090121'al,lncfln ~. ml~le ~ 
:? 3 Other • ~ldenc. • (Wht-13) HP Laptap Sit: CNF4391SW.. 1 
-:.) ~In south.mldca. ~ . 
U- OtMr • ~ICience • (Wht•14) Delle top computllr tower 
f with power supply, Moclle ASUS, Sit: 012130160 found In 
~ !ftlddle_l!eclroom . . 

1 

5 0tt11r • Evidence • (wht-15) Folder of mile doa11nent1 1 
~ ~ maar bedr'CIO!" . . 

6 other • Evidence - (Wht·16) Book "Dream• of love and ... • ·1 
found ~ boolclhell' In "!_.. bedroom 

7 Othlr • !VIdence • (Wht•17) pack Gf plctum found In 
maar beclroom 

1 

8 Other • I!VIdence • (Wht·1B) box of Bmm video Cllllette 1 
,tapel ~ In c1o1et of m•~. bed~"!. .. 

t Other • l!vklence • (Wht·19) CD faunclln the 11011hwat 1 
bedroom .. . 

10 .Other • l!wtdence • (Wht-ZO) ftahdr1ve found In the 1 
.. no~ corner bed~!" . 
11 Otfler • Evtclenc. • (Wht•21) Mile document~ from 1 

n011:hWest comer bedroom 
12 ·Other ~ l!vldence - (Wht~n) 01ympu1 DIGital recorder 1 

. found I~ n.arthwest comer ~room, . . . 
13 Othlf' • !VIdence • (Wht·23) 11ng1e VHS tape frOm maar 1 

bedroom 

Reportedly: C06010 • Anderlon, Adam o.t1e: 0112512011 21:29:21 
l!tareclly: C06010- Anclmcwt. ARm o.tll: 01(2512011 21:21:21 
DMII Pr1nlllcl: D8(25(2011 23:21:42 ly: c:oeo10 • Anderlan, Adam 

SUbjct: ...... IIC•...,_ 
W.I"'WWIt/~ ..... 

. lndclert Locltlon: IMI.I Mdl Ac I 

Rei811Hd til Other 
Agenq' 
Releued til Oth• 
Agency: 
Relellld to Other 
AgenCy 

Releuecl to other 
~. 
Releuecl til Other 
A;eltcy 
.RIIeuecl til Other 
A;,enc:Y. 
Releued to Other 
.~ 

.ReiiiHCI til Other 
.. ~ .. 
. . ReJeued 11:1 Other 

'AQeni:Y 
·Relellld to Other 
.AQenCY .. 
:ReluHd to Other 

. Al!ei1CY 
ReleaHCI to Other 
~ 

DIIP Load:lon 

... ... 
g 
! 
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IH '1'D St1PUIO:R COtl'lt'l' or '1'D S'l'A'l'l or 'KASKDlG'l'ON 

S'l'A'l'J: OJ' WASlliliiGTOJl' 

COmrl'Y OJ' PIDCJI 

Dr A!I1J) ro:a '1'D COtDITY Or PIDCJ: 

••• 
HO • 

ORDBR. :t'O SD.L 

This matter having come before the above entitled court on the affidavit 

to seal the affidavit and order in the court file and the court having read the 

affidavit submitted in support of said order. 

NOW, TEBRJ:PORJ:, it is hereby ordered that the affidavit and court order be 

sealed in the court file and file not be opened, except upon order of the above 

entitled court. 

DOIIII -· • " tlU.;z vfl....,. ·.0, . .. 1 1 

~~~~30¥'-
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11 

12 

13 
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15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

PRELIMINARY MOTIONS 

So I think part of our argument is that in 

addition to misstating certain conversations about, well 

18 

and we allege in our affidavit that the conversations about 

the offering of the journals are not accurate in this -- in 

the declaration Detective Sanders submitted. Start from the 

point that just about everything -- Detective Sanders was 

the local officer who was kind of running things here, but 

most of what he contained in his search warrant, it was 

almost all entirely provided by the West Valley Officers to 

him, and that he then submitted it himself. And he's 

allowed to do that, to rely on another officer. He did that 

without doing any checking of his own, but it's all relied 

on, what those officers said, although he was around during 

some of the things that were going on here. 

But it's -- in addition to the misstatements 

and I think those are important, but that's kind of a 

separate issue. But these statements about Mr. Powell and 

offering the journals that they were seeking in those 

statements, the rest of the statements about the access that 

was being allowed, the -- and what went into that, and then 

also when the -- how the warrant was served. In other 

words, the -- when the West Valley showed up, they didn't 

show up with a box big enough to carry some journals, or 

even a car to carry a couple computers. They showed up with 

a semi-truck, a trailer truck, and a lot of officers from 

State v Powell, Trial - 6/29/15 
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19 
I PRELIMINARY MOTIONS 

Utah, and a lot of officers from here. And they spent 10, 

almost 11 hours in this house, searching through the house 

to, an exhaustive degree, when the purpose of the warrant, 

as stated on its face, was to collect these journals; 

journals that we submit had been offered and never been 

saying, we won't provide them. There was some question 

about, we would like to have -- we would like to give you a 

copy. We have a copy of the other journals. Then an e-mail 

from my client saying, journals are ready. Then he never 

received a response back, according to my client, from them 

asking for them. They apparently, at that point, decided -

our position is they decided, well, we're going to use this 

as an excuse to do another exhaustive search for ten hours 

with all these officers a year-and-a-half later because 

we've just ran out of leads. 

We did searches before. We did consensual 

searches of my client's house, before, where he let them in. 

He, himself, had given multiple statements to officers that 

the children, who it suggests in there were no longer 

available to West Valley after they moved here, but then 

were interviewed by law enforcement and forensically 

interviewed, both boys, subsequent. And that then -- so 

after all these other searches didn't -- West Valley 

basically gets stuck. They -- my client comes forward and 

says, what about these? These might be helpful to you. 

State v Powell, Trial - 6/29/15 



PRELIMINARY MOTIONS 

1 claiming the warrant misstates the number of times the 

2 Powell children were available for questioning. 

3 The only time that the warrant explicitly states 

4 anything about the children being available for questioning 

5 is that passage about them being unavailable to be 

32 

6 interviewed in the state of Utah. That's simply true. They 

7 didn't live in Utah anymore. They lived in Washington. So 

8 by definition they would not be available. 

9 So, again, the defense has not provided sufficient 

10 evidence to meet the burden, Your Honor. 

11 Finally --

12 THE COURT: And I want to be clear on this third 

13 one, and you'll need to refresh my recollection. There was 

14 reference to CP in the affidavit and the forensic interview 

15 with CP at the --

16 MR. NELSON: Child Advocacy Center. 

17 

18 

THE COURT: 

MR. NELSON: 

Child Advocacy Center. 

Right. 

19 At the end of the affidavit, Detective Sanders 

20 references assisting coordinating of scheduling interviews 

21 with Steven Powell, and then he says CP, which is Charlie 

22 Powell, Susan Powell's deceased son, and then a variety of 

23 different things. And he's referring to coordinating and 

24 scheduling an interview at the CAC with Charlie. Again, 

25 it's my understanding that there was basically no disclosure 

State v Powell, Trial - 6/29/15 



33 
PRELIMINARY MOTIONS 

1 made at that interview of any relevant information. 

2 And I would concede, if the Court determines that 

3 that may have been an omission, fine. Then the procedure 

4 for the Court is to take that omitted information, that 

5 there was no disclosure in this forensic interview, insert 

6 it into the warrant, and then with that information, 

7 determine whether that somehow causes there to no longer be 

8 probable cause. And I would say that it's very clear that 

9 it does not. This is a lengthy affidavit in this warrant, 

10 and even if this, or any other Court, had that 

11 half-a-sentence or one sentence, there had not been a 

12 subsequent disclosure. It certainly wouldn't cause there 

13 then to -- cause the probable cause to fail based on the 

14 rest of the information in the warrant. 

15 And, finally, Your Honor, the fourth prong of the 

16 defense's argument is that the warrant misstates or omits 

17 the extent of ongoing surveillance by law enforcement, 

18 including wire taps, cell phone intercepts, and visual 

19 surveillance at the Powell residence. That's correct; 

20 there's no information to that end in the warrant, but it's 

21 the defense's burden to provide to the Court evidence as to 

22 why, essentially, that matters, and there's no evidence, at 

23 all, provided by the defense, or any evidence at all, that 

24 I'm aware of, that any of this ongoing visual and electronic 

25 surveillance would have provided any exculpatory information 
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1 as far as Mr. Powell goes. 

2 That was ongoing. That was ongoing by the state 

3 of Utah, by the West Valley City Police Department. But it 

4 certainly doesn't destroy probable cause in this case 

5 because I believe they weren't able to develop any 

6 information coming out of that electronic and audio 

7 surveillance. 

8 But, again, to be clear to the Court, it's the 

9 defendant's burden, in this case, to show that there was 

10 something in that surveillance that would destroy the 

11 probable cause in the warrant, and they haven't shown that, 

12 and they've actually provided no information as to the 

13 content of any of that surveillance. 

14 So, Your Honor, again, if the Court reviews the 

15 four -- essentially, the four prongs of the defendant's 
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16 argument, they have not met their burden on any of the four. 

17 And, Your Honor, what I'd ask the Court to do is 

18 deny their motion to set aside the warrant. They've not 

19 provided sufficient information. They haven't provided 

20 sufficient information for the Court to even order a 

21 subsequent hearing under Franks because they haven't shown 

22 an omission or a misrepresentation. And if they have shown 

23 any omission or misrepresentation, if the Court either adds 

24 in the omitted information or deletes what is perceived to 

25 be misrepresented, there is still probable cause in the 
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1 warrant, and the warrant stands on itself. 

2 THE COURT: Thank you. 

3 Brief rebuttal if you'd like, Mr. Currie. 

4 MR. CURRIE: Briefly, Your Honor. 

5 It is a -- this is an issue where we're looking 

6 at, I think, the total impression left by the Tribunal when 

7 reading it. We attached to the declarations, or the 

8 interviews done by various law enforcement officers, to 

9 support a couple things. 
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10 One, just the extent of the investigation that had 

11 been going on that led to -- and I'm looking at this as a --

12 I guess the whole thing, I guess on its face, to us, is what 

13 sticks, is you have what's not included. We have the West 

14 Valley PD was watching the house on closed-circuit cameras 

15 on their computers in West Valley for some period of time. 

16 That information wasn't provided to us until we started 

17 doing these interviews. In other words, the law enforcement 

18 in Utah had gotten neighbors to okay putting cameras up in 

19 their windows watching -- spying into the Powell's 

20 residence. We don't have that material. We found that out 

21 by interviewing officers. 

22 Counsel, as the case was going on, was making us 

23 aware, just in the last month or two that, well, we have 

24 wire taps, cell phone intercepts, Stingray-type that they 

25 had -- they were able to listen to in Utah, everybody in the 
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1 house's cell phones. They had telephone intercepts for the 

2 land lines. They were driving around the neighborhood at 

3 times, apparently, watching the house. None of that is 

4 included in here. And when you look at, well, what did 

5 the search warrant, which it was, on its face, just for 

6 these couple journals ends up -- I mean, how did they serve 

7 it? They serve it with 20-plus officers, a semi-truck, 11 

8 hours, after months of this surveillance not coming up with 

9 anything. 

10 So why do we have in here, well, we -- this 

11 warrant, you know, was sealed. It was filed under seal, 

12 originally, so there was no reason not to include the fact 

13 that it was -- they had these, you know, the cell phone 

14 intercepts, the video surveillance that they had, visual 
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15 surveillance from officers. They had all these other things 

16 going on for all this time, didn't lead to anything. 

17 Then they brought up a big truck and had all these 

18 people come to the house for hours and hours and hours, 

19 searching the whole house exhaustively, taking away a truck 

20 full of stuff. We have a list of everything that was taken, 

21 and it was for the purposes of picking up these journals. 

22 The warrant starts with -- what are we looking at: Murder, 

23 Kidnapping, and Obstruction. And then starts to suggest, 

24 well, they are not cooperative, and that's why we need this 

25 warrant. And our assertion is that, in fact, they were. 
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1 Journals had been offered, and if that information had been 

2 provided, the Tribunal couldn't have -- our position would 

3 be shouldn't have found PC on the warrant. 

4 Thank you. 

5 THE COURT: Thank you both. 

6 I'm going to look further at the pleadings. I'll 
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7 issue a ruling in the morning. I'll tell you whether or not 

8 we're going to have an evidentiary hearing. 

9 I'm assuming that the one officer's from the U.S. 

10 Marshal Service; is that right? 

11 MR. CURRIE: Spencer? 

12 THE COURT: Yes. 

13 MR. CURRIE: Yes, he's from the U.S. Marshal 

14 Service. I don't think he's available. 

15 MR. NELSON: Well, Your Honor, I'll let the Court 

16 know. He's never been on our witness list and, obviously, 

17 if the defense, for some reason, needed him to testify for a 

18 proceeding, they would have to file the appropriate 

19 documentation with the United States Attorney's Office, but 

20 I guess we can cross that bridge when we get there. 

21 THE COURT: Okay. And I'll 'let you know in the 

22 morning whether we need to cross that bridge. 

23 Any housekeeping matters before we adjourn? 

24 MR. NELSON: Your Honor, tomorrow -- so the plan 

25 is tomorrow we will hand out --
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1 images were in his house because he clearly created them, 

2 because the images were taken from his bedroom. They're 

3 screen captured from a video that, obviously, only the 

4 defendant was in a position to make. 
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5 Defense counsel said there's no label on the disk, 

6 there's no label on the box. That's true. Unfortunately, 

7 the defendant did not write on the disk: Depictions of 

8 minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct. We don't have 

9 to prove that. Your instructions don't say that anywhere. 

1e Obviously, when someone possesses images of this nature, 

11 they're not going to put a giant neon sign out there to 

12 guide someone to them. Yes, the disk didn't have any 

13 markings of that nature on it. Would you expect it to? No. 

14 What's important is what was on the disk. Images of the 

15 defendant in folders, essentially, next to the images of 

16 these girls. 

17 And, again, it's important to remember that the 

18 defendant is not charged in this case with viewing 

19 depictions of minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct. 

2e He's charged with possessing them. And possessing them on a 

21 disk is no different than if they were printed pieces of 

22 paper in his room. It's exactly the same. 

23 Defense counsel talked about the journal entry in 

24 this case. And the defendant, in the journal entry, Defense 

25 counsel indicated that he did not say that he -- that he 
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1 liked viewing images of naked underage girls. I submit to 

2 you, that's exactly what he said in that journal entry, that 

3 he enjoys videoing girls of any age, pretty girls of any 

4 age. That includes underage girls. And he also indicated 

5 that he uses the images for his own stimulation, for 

6 self-stimulation. 

7 Your instructions tell you that you are the sole 

8 judges of credibility of witnesses, and you determine what 

9 value or weight to be given to the testimony of each witness 

10 and, thereafter, you also determine the value of the 

11 evidence that they present to you. And I submit to you that 

12 really what your instructions are asking you is: What makes 

13 sense? What is logical and what is proved by the evidence? 

14 And defense counsel's version of events in closing 

15 essentially requires you to believe that there are a huge 

16 set of random coincidences, all of which happened to go 

17 against the defendant. That doesn't really make sense. The 

18 more logical explanation is the explanation that is proved 

19 to you by the evidence in this case, beyond a reasonable 

20 doubt. The defendant took a video of these girls. The 

21 defendant took screen captures of this video and burned them 

22 to a disk. The defendant then continued to possess the 

23 disk, which clearly was the defendant's because he put 

24 images of himself engaged in various sexual activities on 

25 the disk. He possessed this disk for his own gratification, 
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Constitution of the United States of America Amendment XII 

AMENDMENT III 

QUARTERING OF SOLDIERS. No soldier shall, in 
time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent 
of the owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to be pre
scribed by law. 

AMENDMENT IV 

SECURITY FROM UNWARRANTABLE SEARCH 
AND SEIZURE. The right of the people to be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants 
shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or 
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be 
searched, and the persons or things to be seized. 

AMENDMENTV 

RIGHTS OF ACCUSED IN CRIMINAL PRO
CEEDINGS. No person shall be held to answer for a capital, 
or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or 
indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land 
or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in 
time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject 
for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or 
limb, nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a wit
ness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or prop
erty, without due process oflaw; nor shall private property be 
taken for public use, without just compensation. 

AMENDMENT VI 

RIGHT TO SPEEDY TRIAL, WITNESSES, ETC. 
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right 
to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the· state 
and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, 
which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, 
and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; 
to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have com
pulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to 
have the assistance of counsel for his defense. 

AMENDMENT VII 

TRIAL BY JURY IN CIVIL CASES. In suits at com
mon law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty 
dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no 
fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise reexamined in any 
court of the United States, than according to the rules of the 
common law. 

AMENDMENT VIII 

BAILS, FINES, PUNISHMENTS. Excessive bail 
shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel 
and unusual punishments inflicted. 

AMENDMENT IX 

RESERVATION OF RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE. 
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall 

(2012 Ed.) 

not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the 
people. 

AMENDMENT X 

POWERS RESERVED TO STATES OR PEOPLE. 
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Consti
tution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the 
states respectively, or to the people.* 

*Note: The first ten amendments were all proposed by congress on 
September 25, 1789, and were ratified and adoption certified on December 
15, 1791. 

AMENDMENT XI 

RESTRICTION OF JUDICIAL POWERS. The judi
cial power of the United States shall not be construed to 
extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted 
against one of the United States by citizens of another state, 
or by citizens or subjects of any foreign state.* 

*Note: Proposed by congress on March 4, 1794, and declared ratified 
on January 8, 1798. 

AMENDMENT XII 

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESI
DENT. The electors shall meet in their respective states, and 
vote by ballot for president and vice president, one of whom, 
at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with them
selves; they shall name in their ballots the person voted for as 
president, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as vice 
president, and they shall make distinct lists of all persons 
voted for as president, and of all persons voted for as vice 
president, and of the number of votes for each, which lists 
they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of 
the government of the United States, directed to the president 
of the senate; the president of the senate shall, in the presence 
of the senate and house of representatives, open all the certif
icates and the votes shall then be counted; the person having 
the greatest number of votes for president, shall be the presi
dent, if such number be a majority of the whole number of 
electors appointed; and if no person have such majority, then 
from the persons having the highest numbers not exceeding 
three on the list of those voted for as president, the house of 
representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the pres
ident. But in choosing the president, the votes shall be taken 
by states, the representation from each state having one vote; 
a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or mem
bers from two-thirds of the states, and a majority of all the 
states shall be necessary to a choice. And if the house of rep
resentatives shall not choose a president whenever the right 
of choice shall devolve upon them, before the fourth day of 
March next following, then the vice president shall act as 
president, as in the case of the death or other constitutional 
disability of the president. The person having the greatest 
number of votes as vice president, shall be the vice president, 
if such number be a majority of the whole number of electors 
appointed, and if no person have a majority, then from the 
two highest numbers on the list, the senate shall choose the 
vice president; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of 
two-thirds of the whole number of senators, and a majority of 
the whole number shall be necessary to a choice. But no per-
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